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Environment.

Princeton is a small univeL·si ty by American standards.

is situated in open country 50 miles south of New York.
stuclents of whom some 1400 are gradun.tes.

It

There are about 5600

The eled,ric.11 Engineering depart-

ment comprises some twenty faculty members, one hundred und.ergraduates and
seventy postgraJuates working for either a Master 1 s clegree or Ph.D.
Graduate study within this department is in three l'lain areas of activity.

1. Computer Science.

This programme is concernecl wi-Lh the f'unclamental prop-

erties of digital information processing systems, ~mphasis being placed
on algorithms and their implementation and also on the design of computer
systems, both hardware and software.
Research activity involves hardware design, operating systems, compilers,

)

the theory of algorithms, discrete optimisation, pattern recognition and
coding theory.
2. Information Sciences and Systems.

Training here is intended to prepare the

student for research and teaching in the area of systems.

Research tends

to be oriented towards theoretical work and towards extensive use of
computers for signal processing, systems simulation and optimisation.·
Extensive facilities exist for analog and hybrid computation, simulation
and for experimental work in signal processing.

Currently research is

proceeding in statistical communication theory, stochastic processes and
their optimisations, adaptive systems, biological systems and models, nonlinear systems, digital filters and optical signal processing.
3. Electronic Materials and Devices.

Here the student is prepared for research,

development and teaching in solid state electronics and electronic materials.
There is cooperation with the Department of Physics in covering electromagnetic theory and quantum mechanics while semiconductor electronics,
surface physics, insulator physics and microwave phenomena are treated
in Electrical Engin~ering.

Current student research includes work in

surface physics, sorption phenomena on semi conductors, transport and
trapping in semiconductors, filamentary conduction and negative resistance
phenomena, MOS and MNOS structures, field effect transistors and high-field
effects in solids.
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research.

Joint seminars between research groups are arranged from time to time

to discuss topics of mutual intore~t.
Computing Equipment and Faci.li ti.es.

The principal com1)uter of the Universi. ty

is an IBM 360 Hodel 91 accessible via an IBM 360 Model 20 situated in the
Engineering Quadrangle.

Princeton operates an IBH 360/67 timesharing system for

educational institutions in Ne11 Jersey and terminals providing access to it are
also available.

The Electrical Engineering Department possess several mini-

computers and associated peripheral equipment and a digital signal processing
facility for large volume analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion.
2.

Organisation of the Ph.D. Programme in Computer Science

)-

Students starting at the first degree level normally take two years of

/

course work.

Those entering with a Master's degree can progress through this

more rapidly.

At the end of the course -work is the general examination, the

last written examination.

Students are considered to be Ph.D. candidates from

the outset at Princeton and the majority do complete a thesis.
During his second year a student selects a research adviser and prepares a
r~search seminar proposing an area of research which may form the basis of a
thesis.

The third and, if needed, the fourth year are devoted to independent

research.· The Ph.D. student/faculty ratio is low at Princeton allowing clo~e
interaction between a student and his adviser.
Computer Science group.

Ten faculty members form the

These include Professor's B.W. Arden and J.D. Ullman

who are internationally known.

Most of the information appertaining to the

Princeton programme was obtained from them and a graduate student, Mr. Francis
Chin.

Computer Science Courses.

Students taking the Computer Science option

w.i.11 take courses from the following list.

EE487.

Introduction to Automate Theory

Finite automata, Turing machines, context free language

EE488 Compilers.

(Prerequisite EE487)

Parsing and syntax directed translation techniques, code optimisation
EE501 Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science

Introduction to algebra,. combinational analysis and theory of computing
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(.,))_ _EE502 Advanced fopics in theoretical Computer Science (Prerequisi to EE487 or 501)
No fixed- syllabus, possible topics include recursive functi~ns, language
j

theory and program schemata.
EE503 Theory of Algorithms.
Representations of algori th.ms, data structures s searching and sorting, gra1Jh
theory algorithms, proving correctness of programs.
EE504 Advanced topics in the theory of. Algorithms (Prerequisite EE448 or EE503)
Possible topics include mechanical theorem proving, optimal or best lmown
algorithms, advanced topics in compiling.
EE506 Computer System Organisation.
Introduction to operating systems.

Loaders, parallel processing, multi-

level memories, file systems.
EE507 Advanced topics in Computer System Organisation (Prerequisite'EE506)
Possible topics include models for parallelism, computer arithmetic,
)

processor organisation, models of program behaviour, scheduling.
EE508 Digital Electronics.
Design of switching circuits, memories, etc. in modern technologies.
EE509 Pattern Recognition (Prerequisite E487 recommended)
Algorithms and techniques for the detection and description of patterns
such as visual and. auditory signals

EE510 Coding Theory (Prerequisite EE501)
Design of fixed and variable length error correcting codes e.g. group codes,
cyclic codes.
EE524 Optimisation Algorithms
Nonlinear, convex and linear programming, flow networks, gradient and direct
search techniques, optimal solutions to combinational problems.
EE548 Heuristic Problem Solving (Prerequisite EE524)
Advanced techniques for the solution of combinational problems.
Students with a Bachelor's degree normally take four courses in each of the
four coursework semesters.

In addition to Cqmputer Science courses these 16

courses will include courses in two minor areas one of which must be mathematics.
Typical mathematical courses which are recommended include linear algebra;
probability and statistics, modern algebra, logic, recursive function theory,
graph theory, linear and nonlinear programming, numerical aJ?-alysis.
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The other minor can be in any .subject :celev-:mt to computers or computing.
Usually two or three course~ are taken in the minor.

Minors in co: .munication

theory or in solid state physics c'an be taken within the other two divisions
in Electrical Engineering; alternatively minors are available in other departments e.g. Psychology, Biology, Philosophy, Economics, Statistics.
The General Examination.

The major subject of the examination is organised

by topics rather than by courses i.e. related courses with reading lists define

a topic which constitutes one module in the general examination.

Examinations

in the minors are conducted by the appropriate departments.
In Computer Science the modules are

Theoretical Computer Science (EE487, 501, 502)
Programming Systems (EE506, 507)
Computer Architecture and Machim Organisation (EE508, Reading List)
Algorithms (EE504)
Programming Languages· (EE488, Reading List)

Artificial Intelligence (EE509, Reading List)
Numerical Analysis (Reading List)
_Research Areas.

The research program is flexible; in principle the student

is not limited in any way in his choice of research topic as long as the research
represents a genuine advance in the understanding or use of computers.
there is activity by faculty and students in
Appl~cations of computers to medical problems
Asynchronous control systems
Automata and language theory
Code Optimisation

Coding theory
Compiler Design
Computer graphics
Computer system modelling and analysis
Digital devices and circuits
Digital filtering
Heuristic and analytic solutions to large combinational problems
Operating sys tern design · Parallel processing
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Pattern recognition
:Special pl~rp;-;se computers
·Theory of algorithms

Some recent theses are entitled
Parallel Computation
New Hardware Realisations of Digital Signi:l Processors
Some properties of Lineai·ly Stationary Processes
An Implementation Facility for High Level Data Structures

Spectral Shaping and Optimal Spatial Filtering
Preparation for the Research Seminar in the second year of course work forms
the beginning of a students_research training.

A student through his choice 0f

adviser selects a general area in which to pursue research work.

He will examine

se~eral problems suggested by the adviser and will explore these under the
adviser's guidance with a view to finding a thesis topic.

The research seminar

may include early results on one of these problems but its primary purpose is to
demonstrate that a worthwhile thesis problem exists and that a method of attacking

the problem has been formulated which offers reasonable prospect of success.

The

eventual thesis may differ substantially from the outline in the research seminar,
modifications may result from the increased insight and understanding as work
progresses.

Many theses do however proceed along the lines laid out in the

seminar and include early results displayed at that time.
Thesis Examination.

A thesis committee does exist for each student but

interaction is mainly between the student and his adviser.

When a thesis is

completed it is scrutinised in detail by three faculty members.

Exchanges

between the readers and the student may result in revision at this stage.

Only

when the three readers are satisfied is the public oral examination scheduled.
-

There is a requirement that two faculty members other than the three readers
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participate in the assessment at this stage.

A simple yes/no decision on the

award of the degree is taken at this stage.

Unsatisfactory theses rarely get

this far.
3.

Financial Support of Students
Financial assistance equivalent to tuition ($3600 per annum) plus from

$2800 to $3800 per annum is usually available to all graduate students in the

form of assistantships, fellowships or University loans.

The majority of

students are supported by assistantships, a common form of funding in American
universites which has a number of potential disadvantages which.were stated

-5-

)l.en,rly 1y Professor Arden.

It, entails facul·Ly members devoting appn,ciable

time and energy to formula,ting and canvassing financial support from various
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/funding agencies for research projects which provide the assistantships.

Cornpet-

i ti ve bidding for the more ·able students can arise leading to friction °jetween
faculty members on the one hand and difficulty of attracting students to work
·in unfashionable areas on the other.
being "locked into

11

Finally there exists the danger of a student

a funded research project which is not necessarily in his best

interest.
4.

Comments.
Princeton has always been strong in the more formal aspects of Computing

Science and the course is heavily biased in that direction.

There have been a

considerable number of changes in the faculty recently and changes towards ,a
more practical approach are evident.

It is not explicitly stated that thi~ is

)intentional but it is a reasonable assumption.
Within the funded research projects there is scope for assistants to work
cooperatively on large systems but great care has been taken to isolate students
from interdependence in their thesis re.search.
Professor Arden has been recently appointed chairm~n of the Electrical
Engineering department and his contributions to the design, analysis, and
engineering of large systems are widely known.

His view of a satisfactory Ph.D.

thesis is liberal encompassing a theoretical contribution at one extreme and
the building of a system at the other. ·111 the latter case however the crucial

aspect of the thesis lies in the justification of its functioning.

This can be

by appeal to theory, by empirical evidence and, most difficult of all, by

persuasive discussion,

No particular attempt is made to relate the standard of Princeton Ph.D's
to those of other institutions though the relatively high mobility of faculty
does have a regulating effect.
The Ph,D students trained at Princeton proceed almost exclusively to posts
in academic establishments.
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Carnegie Mellon University September 6 - 10th 1974
1.

Environment
The CMU campu;-; consists of 90 acres in Oakland, the cultural centre of

Pittsburgh, only four miles from the downtown area.

Contrary to public opinion

(both in the U.S.A. and elsewhere) Pittsburgh is not an inuustrial wasteland
but a city of wooded hills at the confluence of the Alleghany and Monongehela
rivers.

A vigorous postwar campaign to clean up and renovate major parts of

the city should have banished its former image.
CMU is small, some 4000 students, of which about quarter are postgraduate.
Its relatively small size and the fact that it is a private university perhaps
account for the flexibility (particularly in methods of assessment of students)
exhibited in the Ph.D. programme in Computer Science.
)

Gill was the only univ_er-

sity among those visited which offered neither an undergraduate major nor a
Mas-ters degree programme in computing.

While it offers several "service courses",

the primary function of the (approximately) 15 faculty is the training of Ph.D.
students.

Currently there are about 70 students in the department - 15 students

are admitted each year.
The Computer Science Department was created in 1965.

The present Ph.D.

programme was instituted in 1968 prior to which the department cooperated with
Mathematics and Electrical Engineering in an interdisciplinary programme.

The

present form of the Ph.D. training at C}ill was the result of a comprehensive
review in 1971 - 72.
Computing Facilities and Equipment
CMU students are fortunate in having access to a great·variety of equipment.
The central university computing centre operates a Univac 1108 batch processing
system, an IBM 360/67 time sharing system and a large bybrid computer as well as
a small DEC PDP-8 based time sharing system.
For research purposes the Computer Science department has two DEC PDP-10s
and several PDP11s.

In addition one of the major research projects within the

department involves building a multi-minicomputer complex which will eventually
cbnsist of 16 minicomputers with several .million bytes of shared memory and·
shared peripheral dev~ces.

Projected uses of this system required the design

and fabrication of a powerful and flexible switching system enabling almost

. -7-
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arbi-tra.ry partitioning of this sy3tem into separate subsystems.
2.

Or,c;anisation of t,he Ph.D. Program1X! in Computer Science
The postgraduate training offered in Computer Science at CMU is novel and

very different from that in most other institutions known to me.

The programme

is described briefly and comment made on the two significant ways in which it
differs from others.
Following a six week "immigration course" students simultaneously embark on
guided research and embark on courses covering.five areas
1. Programming

Languages, data organisation then in the second semester compilers and
operating systems
2. Artificial Intelligence

3. Mathematical Foundations

Logic and Automata Theory.

Recursive Function Theory

4. Computer Architecture
Switching Theory.

Computer components, instruction sets etc.

5. Numerical Mathematics (1st semester).

Performance Evaluation (2nd semester)

Separate written qualifying examinations in the five areas may be taken within
years.

2½

Together these cover what it is felt that every computing scientist ought

to kn·ow.
From the second year there is no oblig~tion to take courses though specialist
, courses in the five areas are offered.

Towards the end of the second year and

d~ring the first half of the following semester a student begins independent
_r_e_s_earch, supplementing his directed research, with a view to defining a thesis
topic and assimilating background for thesis research in an area.

The area

qualifier requires the student to show complet·ed research in the form of a small
thesis of Master's standard.

Thesis work generally extends into the fourth

year.
On entering the department, all new graduate students embark on the six week

Immigration Course which attempts to

~

--.-

+
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1. Establish students in the department by familiarising them with the
technical work of the department as well as integrating them socially.
2. ~rovide basic knowledge of the resources, human and technical, available

to them and how to gain access to these resources; in addition, languages,
concepts andtechniques, particularly those used at CMU, which will be
used freely in subsequent course work are reviewed.

3, Provide an overall view of computer science and its relatio11 to the
cultural environment surrounding it.
4, Provide motivation and direction to each student in organising his
education to take advantage of vhat the department has to offer.
The Immigra.tion Course consists of lectures, problem sessions, laboratory
periods and social activities.

The lect~res and colloquia introduce people,

research and the curriculu11, They includ.e descriptions of departmental research
and presentation of problems to be undertaken in the computing laboratory; these
problems are designed to be interesting instructive and fairly challenging
requiring 10 to 15 hours of work.

A student will be expected to solve four or

five such problems; some of these offer experience in particular progr~rnming
languages.

The learning laboratories are self study periods covering prog-

ramming systems, computer systems, probability theory and algebra, Boolean
)

algebra and logic.
This course is extremely intensive, it is found by most students to the
most demanding experience in their education; it is also demanding of resources.
Most of the department, faculty and other graduate studen~s are involved to a
greater rather than a lesser degree.

It is not true that other work of the

department ceases during this period but it is very significantly influenced
by it.
The other major .departure, at least in comparison with other Universities
is in the method of assessing progress of students.

Assessment, throughout

the Immigration Course and the subsequent core courses which occupy the first
two years of graduate study, is completely informal.

Grades are not normally

assigned; a student s transcript will normally record only a list of courses
1

taken, however a student may enter a contract with a faculty member to receive
a grade in a particular course.

This contract may be cancelled by the student

at any time before the end of that course.
It is the responsibility of course instructor's and students' advisers to
provide opportunities for the student to demonstrate progress and to proyidc
fea:lbackon his work; these may include problems, surveys, informal discussion._
It is the student 1 s responsibility to take advantage of enough of these
opportunities to ensu.re that his instructors and advisers are aware of his
progress.

It is up to the student to initiate periodic meetings with faculty

to keep them abreast of his most recent work.

)
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Twice annually the entire faculty meet to review the performance of each
student.·
The factors considered in this review as they b0come relevent are, a
swnmary by each course instructor; a pass/fail indication by the appropriate
committee which reviews each student's progress through the core courses.
An indication of whether a student has acquired the necessary background to

persue research in a particular area or the state of his progress towards
it.

A brief summary

01

progress by the research supervisor.

An evaluation

of the student's performance in the teaching duties required of him by the

responsible faculty member.

The status of a student's thesis is outlined

by the thesis adviser.

,

).

These evaluations must be submitted in writing for insertion in a student's
file which is accessible to the student at all times &-Spart of the feedback

to enable him gauge his progress.
On the basis of these indications the faculty may indicate satisfaction

with progress, suggest objectives for the following semester or make specific
demands if progress is unsatisfactory.

These may be short term requirements

e.g. take and pass a specific course, select a thesis topic and prepare a

thesis proposal,

or longer term, such as complete your th~sis in one year.

The ultimate sanction for failing to meet requirements is suspension-of
financial support.
Research Areas
The interests of the faculty at CMU are particularly wide ranging.
Professors Simon and Newell are well known for their work in Artificial
Intelligence particularly in Cognitive Processes.

The multi-mini processor

project previously mentioned brings together the interests in hardware in
the design of the flexible cross bar switch, the Hydra operating system under
the direction of Professor Wulf and the Speech Recognition work lead by
Professor Reddy.
Work in programming languates,. compilers .and the structure and specification of operating Bystems proceeds under Professors Haberman, Wulf and Shaw.
Hardware design is primarily the province of Professors Bell and Sieworek.

)

Performance and evaluation of computer systems is the main interest of
Professor Fuller.
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Professors' Loveland and Scholnick cover the formal areas of logic,

(_)

mechanical theorem proving and formal languages and automata theory.
Professor Eastman ...-ho has a.; joint appointment with architecture is
interested in computer aided design, urban models and simulation of human
problem solving.

Professor Buchanan is also jointly appointed, with Indust-

rial Administration, works in Complex Information Processing.
Professor Traub, thP. department chairman and Professor Steward lead the
work in numerical mathematics and computational complexity.
Some recent Ph.D. thesis titles are:
Automated Exploration of the Design Space for Register Transfer Systems.
On a Measure of Program Structure.
Bus Communications Systems.
VIPS: A Visual Imagery and Perception System; the Results of a Protocal
·Analysis.
Verification of APL programs.
Global Program Optimisation.
Adaptive Systems for the Dynamic Run-Time Optimisation of Programs.
A Unifying Notation and Analysis of Modular, Register Transfer Control.
Protection if Progr&~med Systems.
PMSL, An Interactive Language for System-Level Description and Analysis
of Computer Structures.
On Synchronization Primitive Systems.

Memory Processes for Information Assimilation.
A Virtual Memory Mechanism for Implementing Protection in a Family of
Operating Systems.
A Problem-Solving Theory of Syntactic Acquisition.
An Analysis of Parameter Evaluation for Recursive Procedures.

A Generative, Nested Sequential Basis for General Purpose Programming

Languages.
3.

Financial Support of Students

Most students are supported as research assistants through research grants
during the academic year.

This paFticipation. in one of the research projects

is a key part of the.stu~ent's education.

Each research assistant receives

stipend and tuition for the nine month academic year.
allowance for dependents is availabJe.
)

Where applicable an

Students with outside support NIXr,

Hertz fello"'."ships etc.) are required nontheless to participate in one or other

0

of these research projects for which they receive supplementary stipends.
)

Some students accept summer research suppor·t. from the department, others
find summer support in industry.
The tuition fee for full time graduate students is $2900 per academic
year.

University accomodation for single graduate students is approximately

$1700 per academic year.
While several of the departmen~s research grants permit a broad range of
research, a number specify the nature of the research to be done and it is
aclmowledged that the latter may be less attracti-Ve to certain students.
"marriage counsel

11

,

The

1

a committee of faculty, try to match student s interests,

needs and stage of development with the tasks currently to be undertaken in
the departmental research p·rogram.

In addition each student. is expected to

undertake a share of department duties as the price of belonging to the
community and enjoying its benefits.

These duties include serving on committees,

maintaining the departmental library, course readers (demonstrating in U.K.
terminology) etc.
4.

Comments
The Computing Science department at Carnegie Mellon is very much a

· community, considerable importance is attached to social as well as technical
exchange, one outcome is a very high level of awareness by everyone of the
vork of other members of the department be they staff or student.

(I had the

good fortune to spend a year at CMU in 1966-67 as a member of the then very
much smaller department.

It was particularly interesting to observe that

the easy and informal atmosphere has somehow been preserved as the department
has grown.)
I am indebted to Professors Wulf, Shaw, Fuller and Schkolnick for
answering my questions but particularly to Professor Haberman for spending
half a day reviewing the Ph.D. programme for me.

In the course of thes~

conversations a number of smaller research projects within the department
vere uncovered, Professor Reddy's Lobster project involving a simulation of
the central nervous system, Professor Fuller's interest in what to measure
and how to measure in order to evaluate the Hydra operating system of the
multi-mini system, Professor Haberman's system of building blocks for
building operating systems and the work of graduate students on such·.projects.
Working as a member of a team is part of the experience to be gained if
possible during the directed research phase of

a

students career but is never

(_)~-n

element of thesis research.

Many students identify thesis topics which

are relatively independent of the research projects of the department; where
thesis research is related to a specific project extreme care is taken to
-isolate the student from dependence on future work of the project and versa.
CMU is one of the few places with more than token interactions with
industry, having undertaken both software. and hardware development in exchange
for equipment, research grants and student support.

Perhaps the closest

interaction is a consequence of the long association of a senior member of their
faculty with one manufacturer

virtually a founding member of the compa1iy.

Again there was strong reaction against Ph.D. theses involving only or
very largely purely programming assignments though theoretical topics or
programming combined with theory or analysis were felt to be quite acceptable
bases for awarding the Ph.D.
Little attention was paid to ensuring any comparability of standing of
the Carnegie-Mellon Ph.D. with other institutions.

It was felt that oru along

with Stanford, M.I.T and possibly Cornell were the foremost institutions in
the USA in Computing Science; all of these having achieved a high standard
in most of the main areas of computer science.

At my request, Michigan, Penn

State, Princeton, Berkeley, Illinois, Purdue and Boulder were selected as very
good in certain areas, by faculty members at Carnegie Mellon.
In response to questions concerning subsequent employment of students
leaving CHU with Ph.D's it would appear that roughly half go to Universities
and half to industry, primarily to research and development laboratories of
, larger companies.
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Case Western Reserve University 10th September 1974
)

1.

Environment.

14000 students.

CWRU is situated in the centre of Cleveland and has about
Computing Science is taught in the Department of Computing

and Information Sciences within the University's Ca,se Institute of Technology and also in the Department of Computer Engineering in the Case School
of Engineering.

The faculty members of ;the Computer Engineering Department

are also members of the other· department.

Both offer undergraduate and

postgraduate training; the two departments share a common postgraduate
programme.

The computing content of the m1dergraduate courses is also

common but the general education req_uirements are different; in one case the
background is purescience and in the other applied.

There are sixteen

faculty members in the two departments and over eighty graduate students work
on some 50 research pr?jects or subprojects.

At the graduat-e level there are two master's degree programmes.

One

involves twenty four units of coursework and 3 units of project work; the
other is a prereq_uisite for progress to the Ph.D; it irwolves 18 units of
coursework and 9 units of thesis work.

Again the same set of courses are

used.

Computing Equipment and Facilities.
impressive.

The provision at CWRU is certainly

The University's main computer is a Univac 1108 owned and

operated by Chi Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of the University.
Chi Corporation serves a far larger community than the University.

It

wholes.ales computing services to the University through the Andrew R, Jennings
Computing Center and also serves as a large scale, competitive public computer
utility for business and other organisations in Cleveland, Ohio and indeed
throughout the U.S.A.
Several Univac 1004 remote job entry computers are linked to the remote
1108 by telephone line using modulating-demo.dulatlng eq_uipment designed

locally which enables the telephone lines to be used well beyond their
nominal baud rating.
The two departments operate six departmental laboratories primarily
intended for teaching and research in computing.
1. The Interactive Computing Laboratory.
11

This Laboratory provides a

hand-on 11 capability for research and teaching in areas which would jepardise

the security of the public computing system.

A DEC PDP10 (Tenex) system has

lJ{een the main computing facility in ·this laboratory.

It is currently being

replaced by a system invol,ring several remote minicomputers each dedicated

to specific research and inst1'.uctional purposes but sharing acces~ to a
central file hru1dling system.
The connection to AR.PAJ\1ET and COHST.AT provided by the PDP10 will be maintained through the minicomputer system •.
2. The Digital Synthesis Laboratory.

This labora.tory houses SSI, MSI and

LSI circuitry as well as analog devices and again is nsed for both teaching
and research.

The laboratory computer, a Texas Instruments 960A can be used

for investigating minicomputer executive systems, real time processing and the
interfacing of peripheral devices.

This computer like those of the other lab-

oratories is connected to the equipment in the Interactive Computing taboratory;
in addition it is connected to a 3200 contact patch panel for logic synthesis.
The patch panel has_ an associated console providing toggle, pushbutton, BCD
thum wheel switches, indicator lamps, clocks, D/A and A/D conversion etc.
The TI 960A provides a combinational logic simulator and an interactive
· debugging facility to aid design and construction of digital logic.

3. The Signal Processing Laboratory provides support for work in patter11
recognition, signal analysis and synthesis.

_The main emphases are in char-

acter recognition, signature identification, speech analysis, synthesis and
recognition.

The laboratory is equipped with a PDP-11/45 computer with 32k

memory, on line disc store DEC tapes, graphic display terminal, a tablet and
stylu~.

Various A/D, D/A devices, a TV cameraand a voice synthesiser have

also been interfaced to this computer.

A variety of acoustic equipment is

also available.
The software for the 11/54 includes .a number of specially developed
packages for supporting and easing the use of this equipment.
4. The Electronics Laboratory makes provision for design, construction

-and debugging of combined hardware - software systems.

Design of hardware

logic would be done in the Digital Synthesis Laboratory. Final assembly,

interfacing with software and final checkout are catered for here.

The

laboratory is equipped ~~th logic boards, integrated and discrete components,
-tools for· wire wrapping and soldering, oscilloscopes, power supplies, signal
and function generators.

A small PDP 11/20 system provides support for
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controlling softwa~e.

5. The Computer Graphics.Laborator_y houses the Evans and. Sutherland
Shaded. Graphics system which is cipable of generating shaded pictures with
all hidden lines removed at rates ~ufficicntly rapidl1 to allow real-time
display and manipulation of images in 3-dimensional space.
'This system shares 32k words of store with a PDP 11/40.

Back up store

is provided through the connection to the filing capability of the Interactive Computing Laboratory System.
6. The Educational Research Laboratory is the centre of work on computer
aided instruction.

The laboratory is an experimental classroom instrumented

to provide feedback from students as their instruction proceeds.

Student's

responses, through twelve button keyboards are processed by a small computer
which maintains a display of results (percentages, ave~ages, scores) for the
instru,ctor and records results for later use.

TV cameras, videotaping facil-

ities, video console, a display terminal, 25 student terminals and a TI 960A
constitute the equipment.
2.

Orga,nisation of the Ph.D. Program· in Computing Science
The master's degree course which is a prerequisite to embarking on a Ph.D.

1nvolves the student completing six courses (18 units) and~ thesis (9 units)
vi th a grade point average of at least 2. 5 •. (;J:n this system 4 is the highest

mark).
Courses are divided into two groups, required and ele"ctive.

Students

must demonstrate proficiency in the required (more elementary) courses which
they can do by taking the course and receiving a passing grade or alternatively
they can pass,a proficiency test and proceed instead to an advanced course.
Entering students usually demonstrate proficiency in several of the
prescribed courses.
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Rec1uired Co11 rses ( 3 credit uni ts each unless otherwise shown)
1.

Either ECHP 331'Non-Numerical Programming (4 units)
A complete description of ALGOL.

Introduction to stacks, lists,

tries and garbage collection.
or

ECMP 352 Numerical Methods II
Numerical solation of differential equations_.
Curve and surface fitting.
problems:

2.

Linear programming.

Elliptic and parabolic boundary value

Optimisation techniques.

ECMP 332 Machine Language Programming (4 units)
Basic principles of machine language programming.

Computer organisation
i

and representation of data - numbers, strings, arrays, list strl.lctures.
Macro assembly system?•

3.

Utility systems and relvcatable programs.

ECMP 311 Digital Systems I ( 4 uni ts)
Theory and techniques of switching algebra, combinational and sequential
circuits and their solid state implementations.
decoding techniques.

4.

Multivibrators.

Coding-

Practical design of digital systems in the laboratory.

ECMP, CMPS 420 Computer System Architecture
Small scale computer systems are emphasised; microprogramming; I/0 system
design.

A critical consideration of order codes, addressing modes and

memory system design.

5.

CMPS, MATH 404 Introduction to Mathematical Structures.
Basic concepts of set theory;·functions, relations, orderings.

Algebraic

structures (with applications to automata).

Boolean Algebras (applications

from switching theory and logical systems).

Discussion of axionatic set

theory and topology.
Elective Courses (3 credit units each)
CMPS 451 Probability Modeling for Applications
.. -CMPS 453 Analysis of Algori thrns

ECMP, CMPS 461 Artificial Intelligence
Elements of an algebraic theory of one- and two-person unnormalised games.
Interpretation of existing results in theorem proving and game playing.
Pattern recognition and a theory of description.

Current state of arti-

ificial intelligence.
ECMP, CMPS 462 Advanced Topics in Artificial Intelligence
Problems and two person games. treated as abstract control probl~ms.
Strategies and winning strategies.
evaluation and decomposition.
and other concepts.

Various classes of strategic sets;

Description lang~ages for strategic sets

Learning and concept format7

( ..
'---)

ECMP, CHPS 463 Inforrnat:i.on Theory.
Elements of coding in digital transmission systems.
capacity.
noise.

Entropy and channel

Finite state and phrase structure languages.

Effects of

Algebraic theory of error correcting codes.

ECMP, GMPS 466 Computer Graphics.
Theory and practice of computer graphics.

Problems of interaction,

representation, coordinate mapping and structural representation, coordi_nate
mapping and structural representation.

An individual project

invoking

research or programming is required.
ECHP, CMPS 468 Computer Aided Instruction.
Ways in which computers are used to aid instruction.
theory.

CAI and learning

The relation of CAI to programmed instruction and teaching

machines.

CAI systems· components and languages.

CAI in the Soviet Union,

Factors inhibiting the use of computers in instruction.

The University

of Illinois (PLATO IV) and Mitre Corporation (TICCET) systems.
ECMP, CMPS 520 Advanced Computer Systems Architecture.·
Tutorial form.

Critical analysis of large scale systems from MULTICS,

B5500, PDP 10, ICL 1900 etc.

Subsystems and design approaches such as

STAR, CDC 7600, BCC, TI-ASC, LOGOS.
ECMP, CMPS 522 Topics in Operating System Performance.
Oral and written presentation as well as discussions of advanced topics
or projects of current interest.

ECMP, CMPS 532 Compiler Construction II.
Programming Team.

Storage Allocation, recursion and block structure.

LR(k) Persing and error recovery.

\

Program optimisation.

Formal Semeraics

1

Assembly languages •
. ECMP, CMPS 546 Mathematical Linguistics.
Theory of formal grammars, regular, context free, context ::;ensi tive.
forms.

LR(k) techniques.

Normal

Transformational grammars and other descript~ons

· of natural languages.

ECMP, CHPS 564 Techniques of Pattern Recognition.
Definitions of pattern, learning, recognition, feature etc.
n-dimensional vector spaces.

Linear separable patterns.

linear discriminating functions.

Patterns in

Linear and non-

Statisttcal pattern recognition and

learning techniques ECMP, CMPS 574 Advanced Seminar in Computing Systems
design.
A group study project concentrating on the design of a specific advanced
computer system (which will vary from year to year).
responsibility for a subsystem.

Each student takes

In addition there are a nwnber of seminars and projocts each counting as

(_y/

one course on a variety of' topics which vary from year to year.

The

. course ,_.ork is normally complcd,ed in two semesters,
The Comvrehcnsive Exomination
This examination is taken by M,S students in the nonthesis option and by
intending Ph.D .. students.

It consists o.f two parts, a morning examination of

three hours covering the required material and an afternoon examination covering
elective material.

It is normally taken during the spring term.

For the

afternoon examination, subject areas are assigned individually to each
examinee in advance by his adviser according to background and area of specialisation,
Two attempts at the comprehensive examination are permitted though financial assistance is not-normally continued for students after failing the
comprehensive examination.
The M.Sc. Thesis
The candidate is required to defend his thesis before a committee of
three faculty members.
¥Ork.

There is no requirement for originality in the thesis

It involves the student executing some extended piece of work competently

and provides experience in writing an extended report.

The work is normally

carried out in the second semester extending possibly into the third.
The Ph.D. Degree
H~ving completed the M.S. degree, candidates are required to take such
additional course work as their thesis committee determine and to pass the
Ph.D. Qualifying examination within one year of admission to Ph.D. candidacy.
This is usually ar, oral examination conducted by three members of staff aimed at
assessing a student's capacity to carry out original research.

The committee

may recommend pass, pass with reservations r~quiring additional course work,
fail or recommend repeating the Qualifier after further preparation.

The

, qualifying examination may be retaken once only; the first failure may result
in termination of financial aid.
Not later than one semester after passing. the qualifying examination, a
student must submit a·written thesis proposal to a committee of three
members who are the members of his thesis committee.

faculty

Occasionally a student

defines his own thesis topic, more otten they are suggested by faculty.

An

effort is made to find thesis topics in the area of the research project
providing the student '.s financial support.
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The guidance given to students

varies with the particular facu_l ty member a.cting as adviser.

Professor Lyn&J

indica:ted that his pref ercnce was -to supply guidance in the form of general
directions to follow leaving the student to work independently on the detailed
steps necessary.
Case operates a ''weak" thesis committee system.

During the roughly one

yea:rpcriod of thesis work, a student I s interaction is with his adviser.

The

thesis committee consisting of four or five members (one of whom must be from
another department) meets to examine the thesis.

All theses are prepared on

line and it is in effect a draft which is defended.

Extensive changes are

possible in this way and are frequently required.
Research Areas
Computer-Aided Design and Certification of Computer Systems - Project LOGOS
This large scale project is organised as 12 subprojects:
.An LR(1) compiler for the Graph-Oriented Data StructuTeLanguage

Interprocess communications under TEN'EX
User - LOGOS interface communications
Step-Editor linl~age for LOGOS target system documentation
Interactive instructional program for LOGOS users
Display subroutine library for various terminals
Coding of analysis algorithms
Implementation of global and local database interactions
Imp:J.ementations of Super-Leap as a SAIL compiler subsystem
Deadlock prevention and analysis of control flow behaviour in
digital computer systems
Direct hardware implementation of LOGOS structures
Combination of LOGOS vector addition schemes with the Boolean
equation approach in discrete event control systems
Artificial Intelligence - three subprojects
Mechanical problem solving and game playing
Data representation by extensible description languages
Pattern recognition in sonie universe o·f objects
Organisation of the Digita,l Synthesis Laboratory - four subprojects
Exploration of applications in computer-aided instruction
Logic des·ign implementation

Synthesis of digital systems
Real time monitoring and control of systems
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·organisation of the Signal Processing Laboratory - six subproj ects
Cmi!puter Recognition o.f typed and 11::tndwri tten clrnra.cters
Speech comparison for; efficient transmission and remote reconstruction
of speech
Evaluation of speech intelligibility characteristics for communication
systems
Computer identification of persons by recognition of individual
speech characteristics
Application of microprogramming techniques in signal processing
Investigation of new high speed logic devices
Communication Design on the 1108 System
Development of the Chi/OS Operating System
Development of Global Optimisation within the Chi Language Implementation
System
Jnvestigation and Evaluation of Distributed Operating Systems in Asyrrnnetric
Networks of Computers
Areas of interest are laboratory minicomputers, consumer networks,
front-end operating systems for large computers, machine independent
operating systems
Computer System Architecture: Performance and Security
Study of existing systems, simulation a11d modelling of proposed
systems
Feasibility Studies of the Use of the Shaded Graphics System for Aircra.ft
Structural analysis and Flight Simulators
Measurement of the Chi/OS System in Live Operation
Measurement of Scheduling and Paging Characteristics of the TENEX Operating
System
Measurement and Modelling of the Behaviour of User Programs on the PDP 10.
Development of the Chi/OS File System
----~ln-=&e3:'e-al a-ti-OE.--t-he-0-r-em--f.e-~to re and ·Stack Au tom a ta

.An Analyt~ c Model for Algol Type Languages

New Techniques. for Inter~cti ve, A_ssociati ve S:torage and Retrieval
Research on CAI, Learning Theory, Instructional Languages, Programming
Techniques, Systems, and E·valua tion.
.
Organisation of :the Educational Engi!'}eering Laboratory
Development of Online Data Acquisition and Control Systems
Language and Automata Theory
Introduction of Videotape Aids .to Mathematics and Computer Science Instruction
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An Abstract Model for Computer Security - 4 subprojects

0

:Models for computer security
Methoclology for the construction of a secure computer ,:;ystems
File Attributes and their relation to computer security
Interprocess synchronisation in a secure multiprocessing enyironment
Chi Programming Systems Development and Documentation on the.Univac 1108
Total Accounting System for University Use of Chi Corporation Facilities
Recent Ph.D. these::; titles include
An Analytic Study of Speech Intelligibility based on PB words

Some Aspects of the Speech Recognition Problem
A Flexible Efficient Question Answering System

The Design and Implementation of a Multilevel File System'
Control Graph Models: A Unified Approach to Performance Evaluations
Time and Space Locality of Program Behaviour in Paged Environments
3.

Financial Support of Students
Many full time graduate students are awarded financial aid on admission.

The remainder may apply for aid at any time subsequently.

These applications

are evaluated on the basis of a students progress and performance, priority
being given to students working on supported projects.

Student support once

. granted is normally continued at the same level.
. Summer support is administered separately.
ately each year.

It must be applied for separ-

It is usually available for students working on supported

projects.
Students supported by graduate assistantships cannot obtain more than nine
units of credit per semester.
,The research funds from which this aid is provided come from Case and
University funds, Jennings Endowments, Olin and National Science Foundations,
Air Force Electronic Systems Division, Air Fo!ce Office of Research, ARPA, NASA

and several industrial organisations.
4.

Comments
Most of information about postgraduate training was made available to me

by Professors Lynch and Waher.

training cropped up.

Again the subject of funding postgraduate

Professor Lynch, who spent a year at the Computing

Laboratory of the University of Newcastle upon Tyne and is familiar with
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(J~he funding of British postgraduate students, made special comment on the
advantages of stability and continuity provided by this system.
An interesting asidewsmade in the discussions.

In 1970~71 the combination

of financial squeeze on fw1ded projects with radical changes in the draft laws
resulted in a very large drop in enrollment of U.S. citizens for postgraduate
training. · This situation is only just becoming apparent to employers outside
Uni yersi ties.
T~e majority of CWRU students take up employment in Research and Development laboratories rather than academic posts.

Most students have employment

arrangements fixed long before they complete their training.
few ever appear on the job market.

Comparatively

This is not too surprising.

The training

program at CWRU is much more based in the engineering tradition than in pure
science and throughout there is evidence of the philosophy that where theory
exists it should be exploited as far as possible.

Several students are

encouraged to undertake thesis work where no real understanding exists.

Their

objective may be to develop theory or to make empirical observations to provide
insight from which some understanding may be achieved.
The CWRU programme has not been widely known throughout the U.S.A. in the
past.

This situation is changing.

.prestige laboratories

111

Their students seem to be finding posts in

increasing numbers and apparently more are taking

academic posts.
Group work by post graduate students certainly occurs.

It is encouraged

by some faculty members and is necessary on the larger projects.

On occasion

not withstanding safeguards, students do get onto the critical path of the
project - a situation which is felt to be undesirable from the point of
view of both.student and project.
Professor Lynch has some typically pithy comments on the securing of
funds for financing research projects and cooperation with industry.

The

difficulty with industry was that approval of·expenditure in excess of about

s5CXX>

involve intervention by a rather remote corporate management.

these funds are notoriously insecure.

They can disappear abruptly.

In addition
Professor

Lynch did mention an exception - a rather unusual arrangement operated by a
colleague.

The latte·r had a fairly long standing arrangement with fifteen

local firms each of which contributed $10000 and any process control problems
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were selected for research and development, the. i•esul ts being inade avuilubl(-.......,.,...)
to all fifteen firms.

This particular professor is apparently rather except-

ional in his ability in handl:i,ng the problems of cooperation.

(_}

University of Michigan September 12-13th 1974
· 1.

Environment
The University of Michigan is at Ann Arbor about thirty miles west of

Detroit.

With 33000 students it is not the largest University in Michigan!

Its Department of Computer and Communications Sciences is a relatively recent
creation but the graduate program on which it is based dates from 1957.
department is sn1all in relation to the size of the University.

The

Taking full

time faculty and those with joint appointments there are 12 full time
equivalents.

There are 70 graduate students, mostly Ph.D., and about 50

undergraduate majors.

(Michigan is very keen on interdisciplinary studies,

many hundreds of undergraduates are taught by the department but their
coursework is regulated by faculty in other departments.)

The graduate

programme offered is t.o lead to the Ph.D.; Master s degree students are
1

accepted but they must meet requirements intended to be a first step towards
a Ph.D.

(This is clearly stated in the course description sent to intending

students.)
The programme offered is unusual', probably unique, in that it stresses
the interdisciplinarynature of computing and many of the theses are based

in application areas.
Computing Facilities and Equipment
The Computing Center provides service on a dual processor Iffi.1 360/67

co~puter with 1400 millions bytes of file storage.

The operating system,

,,hich ·provides both timesharing and batch processing capabilities, was
developed by the Computing Center staff.

There are some 200 terminals, R.JE

stations, graphic equipment as well as conventional and unconventional I/0
deYices attached or attachable to the machine.
The Logic of Computers Group
The Logic of Computers Group within the CCS department has two computers,
an IBM 1800 with 32k/bytes of store and an 8k PDP7 with .a cathode ray tube
display.
transfer.

The two are connected by a high speed interface for core to core
This system has provided support for thesis research into various

aspects of adaptive learning and control.

It has been used for a number of

bio-medical simulations inlcuding simulations of bacterial cells, heart
tissue and mammalian cerabellar cortex.

The Iffi.11800 also controls a speech

synthesiser built by the Phonetics Laboratory as part of the project on
computer analysis of speech.
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The Simulntion Center

This facility is run jointly by the .Aeronautical Engineering anq_ Computer
Infonnation and Control Engineering departments.
available to CCS students.

Its facilites are also

This center provides anal_og and hybrid comput-

atioi1al facili tes through an AD4- analog computer connected to a PDP 9 and
sev;rral AD PR64 analog computers and a CDC 160-A digital computer.

The

.AD4 has a patchable logic system, an x-y plotter, DA and AD converters.

The

PDP9 provides line printer and Calcomp plotter capability.
2.

Organisation of the Ph.D. Programme in Computer and Communication Sciences
Students entering the programme are expected to have degrees in a pure

science subject; biology, psychology, philosophy and linguistics are also
accepted with an adequate mathematical background and, of course, electrical
engineering.
Both the M.A. and Ph.D. requirements are based on a "Core Curriculum"

which is intended to gi,e a broad training in the major areas of computer
and communication sciences.

The emphasis is on fundamental concepts rather

than practical applications.

The core courses are interconnected each having

some concepts in common with others.

The department believes that such a

·broad foundation is very valuable for later specialisation.

Further it is

felt that in a time of rapid technological change the broad training will
help students to adapt and maintain communication with scientists in related
fields while avoiding study which will

rapidly become obsolescent.

The Core· Curriculu.,_~
The ten courses comprising the core are
CCS 405 Foundations of Computer and Communication Sciences
This course is essentially an overview of the core curriculum itself.
Students are introduced to systems concepts,. state transition functions
and automata.

This is followed by a study of computers, Turing machines,

computability and cellular space?~

Topics in artificial intelligence

and adaptation follow.

CCS 475 Digital Computers and Computation
This course provides .experience of formulating and carrying to completion
programs in several -dif£erent areas using several different programming
languages.
1) It covers the organisation _of digital computers, machine language

and -assemblers.
external. symbo_ls.

Program combination; relocation, resolution of
Dynamic calls, returns, parameter passing.
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2) Elementary machines and languages.
Turing Machine.

The Turing Machine.

The Universal

Program machine model uf recul'sion functj ,n,. general

recursive functions.

Post production and Markov algorithm formul-

ations - S.NOBOL.
3) Numerical Computation.

Function, number and generated error.

Approximately methods Taylor _series, Polynomials at eq_ual intervals.
Solution of differential equations.
Cheleyshev, Legendre, Quadratum.

Social function - Trigonometric,

Numerical Transforms, Fast Fourier

Transform.
CCS 510 Digital and Analog Systems
Emphasis on systems concepts of structure and behavioursas they appear
in formal models of a11alog and digital systems.
physical realisations of such behaviour.

Laboratory work 'introduces

Laboratory work integrated with

. class presentations.

1. Digital Systems.

Combinational Systems.· Behaviour - boolean functions,

Structure - boolean forms.
gates.
Systems.
state.

Physical realisations of combinational

Analysis and synthesis of combinational networks.
Behaviour - transf?1illation of seq_uences.
Structure

finite state machines.

Seq_uential

The concept of

Realisation of flipflops.

2. Analog Systems

Non.linear elements,

a) Components, Integrators, amplifier-adders.
multipliers, limiters

b) Simple Systems.

1st and 2nd order systems.

Transition matrix-eigenvalues.

.

State space description.

Response Characteristics, transient,

steadystate - time constants, oscillating freq_uency, phase change,
damping and stability.

Non linear systems, Van ·der Pol oscillator,

analog model of flip flop

c) Linear Systems Analysis.
________r_esponse.

Causality.

Input-Output relations.

Convol~it~E:.!__~~~rier and_~aplace _transforms.

Impulse

Linear

system as a ble.,ck box - transfer func-tions, 2nd order system
resonance, two dimensi_onal transform - hologram.

Relation of poles

to eigenvalues
d) Linear Discrete Systems
Real Field-relation to AD,
numerical analysis, :Mark
. DA conversion,
.

or chains, convolution
Transition matrix~ eigenvalues, Z transform
Finite field - synthesis of linear seq_uential networks·

·/

e) Control Theory
Basic feedback Topology and problem.

Stability.

Problem viewed as

eigenvalue transformation.
Formation of optimal control problem.
f) System Composition and Decomposition
Caxade forms.

Parallel state space decomposition.

Output variable

interaction

g) Fine Structure of System Components.

L,R,C compo~ents, Kirchoff'·s

Laws
Math 513 Introduction to Linear Algebra and its Application
Abelian Groups, homomorphisms, vector spaces, Linear transformations and
matrices, eqivalence of matrices and forms, canonical forms, with
I

applications to linear differential equations
CCS 522 Theory of Automata

Relations on a set, equivalence relations partitions, lattices, Boolean
Algebras, semigroups, homomorphisms, congruence relations
Sequential Machines - representation, behaviour, representation by networks, reduced machines, submachines, strongly connected machines
Behaviour of Sequential Machines - finite state machines and languages,
regular expressions, regular events, transition graphs, derivatives of
regular expressions necessary and sufficient conditions for functions
to be implemented by sequential machines.
Decomposition.

State behaviour realisations, series and parallel

compo~ition, partitions with substitution property (S.P), lattice of
SP partitions of a machine, series and parallel decompositions
Homing sequences, synchronising sequences, distinguishing sequences,
necessary and sufficient conditions for such sequences, algorithms for
determining such sequences.
Turing Machines, Partially computable functions, Church's thesis.
· Construction of TM' s, modified TM' s, restricted TM' s.
Computability Theory.

Partial and primitive recursive functions, Godel

1:1-urnbers, Kleene I s normal form theorem, the Universal TM, n,oncomputabili ty, unsolvability.

Formal Languages.

Chomsky classification.

Recursiveness of context sensitive languages, derivation trees, normal
forms, pushdown and linear bounded automata.
Operations on Languages.
Math 525 Mathematical Theory of Probability.
Axioms, properties, theorems Qf a probability space.

Counting and

combinations for ordered and unordered samples·with and without
replacement.

Conditional.probability and independence.

I

Normal.

Sampling.

Generating Functions.

Strong Laws of large munbers.
Expectation, Variance.
mcqualitics.

Random Variables.

Random walks.

Covariance.

Weak and

Bernoulli Trials.

Chebyshev and Dolmogo1~ov

Discrete Markov Chains.

Classification of states.

Events

as intervals.
CCS 525 Man as an Information Processing System.
Adaptive information pro_cessing in biological systems, humans in particular.
Topics in psychology - learning, motivati'on, sensation, _perception,
cognition and individual differences are considered in terms of the
challenge presented to the model builder.

Experimental psychology,

artificial intelligence, neuraphysiology and human evolution as a source
. of.~iable models.
CCS 541 Theory of Natural ~anguage Structure.
Concepts of transfer functions, amplitude spectra etc. ·are used in
discussing acoustics and modelling vocal tract.

Fol1llal systems and

models are only of interest insofar as they correctly reflect and
illuminate the structure of natural language
Phonetics - analysis of common sounds in terms of the vocal tract.
Syntax - kind of data to be represented - at least one existing mode of
representation e.g. transformational grammar - understanding of problems.
Formal Grammars - differences in generative power, decision problems,
validity as models of natural language.
Acoustics - how to analyse speech quantatively and approximate it
artificially
Phonemics - apparent psychological reality of the

phoneme, relating

phoneme to various theories of grammar, transcribing phonemes of
English.

Finding phonemes.

Semantics - what is it? problems of representation.

CCS 5BO Informational Aspects of Biochemistry and Physiology.
A survey of the role of information and control processes in biochemical

and physiological systems
IOE 415 Stochastic Industrial Processes
Fundamental concepts of stochastic processing and an introduction to
the study of queuing systems.

Topics include Markov chains.

Process, Renewal Processes, single queues.
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Tho Qualifying Examination
Students are formally admitted. to the Ph.D. programme when they have

)

completed the Core Curriculum courses and passed the Qualifying Examination.
Tho latter must be taken within the period 18 to 24 months a.fter commencing
graduate study.

Students with an equivalent course on entry may be excused

the corresponding course (though he will be examined on the content).

These

exemptions and the hours worked in return for financial support determine
whether the Qualifying exam if taken after 18 or 24 months.
This examination is conducted
hour.

orally in three parts each lasting one

Each part is ad.ministered by a committee of two or more faculty

members.

The areas covered .in the examination are

Formal Systems

Mathematics 513, CCS 475, and 522

Artificial Systems

Mathematics 525, CCS 51 o, and IOE 415

Natural Systems

CCS 541, 525 and 580

The purpose of the Qualifying Examination is to test the students
knowledge of the interrelations and interdisciplinary aspects of the subject
matter and his ability to bring a wide range of knowledge.to bear on particular questions and problems and to assess his overall promise for advanced
work.

The outcome of the examination may be Pass, Pass when certain

prescribed requirements have been fulfilled, fail with permission to retake,
outright fail.
The Schedule of Studv
Up to the point of passing the qualifying examination a faculty member
\

acts as general advisor to each student.

After it the students selects a

special adviser for the second stage of specialised study.

Having obtained

the adviser'.s permission and notified the department chairman, the student
and adviser develop a Schedule of Study which is submitted by the adviser

to the Policy committee for approval.
faculty members of the department.)

(The.latter is a committee of all
This schedule must be submitted for

approval by the end of the semester in which the Qualifying Examination is
passed.
The schedule includes a clear identification of the area of special
study, projected dates for submission of his Summary Report and for taking
the Preliminary Examination.

It also lists the courses which will be taken
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the specialised study requirements and finally all graduate level

courses already taken together with grades received.

During the period of

specialised study minor changes to the schedule may be approved by the
adviser, major changes must go to the Policy Committee.

Every effort is

made to meet the project dates for the Swurnary Report and Preliminary
Examination.
stage.
CCS 524

Normally no more than 18 months should be spent over the second

Titles of courses available and brief summaries are
Adaptive Systems (Programs and automata that learn by adapting to
their environment)

ccs

544

Logic, Granunar and Information Processing.

(Computer models and

theories of informational aspects of natural language)

ccs

565

Artificial Intelligence (Goals, Concepts, problems and methods,
current state)

ccs

573

Operating Systems (Components, functions, implementation and evaluation)

ccs

574

Simulation Languages and Techniques (Simultion, model and their
relationships)

ccs
ccs

575

Compiler Construction

590

Computational Logic (Propositional and predicate calculus; computation, logic the application of each to problems of the other)

- ccs

622

Advanced Theory of Systems and Automata (Concepts and formalisms
of mathematical systems theory)

·ccs

624

Theory of Adaptive Systems (Theory underlying topics of CCS 524.
Theorems concerning feasible adaptive plans)

ccs

640

Neural Models and Psychological Processes (Adaptive and biological
theories and models of human behaviour)

ccs

641

Computational Linguistics (Computer model of transformational
grammar, recognition problem, alternatives to transformational
grammar)

ccs 642

Mathematical Linguistics (Formal models.of language, mathematics
of transformational grammar)

ccs 646

Acoustic Foundations for Computational Speech

Processing.

(Instrumental and Computational techniques, models of speech
production and perception.

ccs

673

Current experimental work)

Advanced Systems Programming (Problems and Techniques.
ation of a major subsystem)

ccs

680

Simulation of Biological Systems
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Implement-

0

.
th ere are sem1.nar
.
. Na t ura1 Languages, I) rogramrning,
·
·I n a dd 1.. t ,1.on
courses 1.n
Au tom a.ta Theory, Adaptive Systems· 'rheory, Computer Architectures, Artificial
Intelligence and Reliable Autornafa.
ments are used.

Relevent courses offered by other depart-

About 7 such courses are taken.

The Summarv Report and Preliminary Examination
On nearing completion of the period of specialised study the student
draws up a Swnmary Report which updates the Schedule of Study, describes
any releven+ employment experience obtained during the period of study and
delineates more closely the aspects of his specialised study in which he plans
further work leading to a dessertation.

The report should present in outline

form the areas for which a student may be held responsible in his Preliminary
examination.

There must be appended to the report a bibliography of essential

books and articles in the areas covered by the report.
The preliminary examination checks that a student is properly prepared
to undertake thesis work in his chosen area.

The examination is conducted

orally, by a committee of four members at least two being CCS faculty with
the student's special adviser as chairman.

The Swnmary Report is used as a

guide in conducting the examination (though it does not necessary prescribe
.the range of topics covered) and is used in assessing whether the student
is adeq_uately prepared •
. The Doctoral Thesis
Students are encouraged to commence their thesis work early and 1.n any
event immediately after completing the Preliminary Examination.

The first

step is to prepare a the.sis prospectus delineating an area of inq_uiry and_
insofar as is possible a problem and the method or methods of attack intended •

.

A draft of this prospectus is discussed with ihe special adviser and depart-

ment'chairman to form a tentative thesis committee.

After the student has

discussed his prospectus 1'[ith each member the tentative committee meets
with the student to determine whether he has a suitable problem, method of
investigation, reasonable chance of success and art appropriate committee to
supervise and evaluate his work.

The version of the prospectus and proposed

committee resulting from this meeting pass to. the Policy Committee for
approval.
On submission of the thesis,normally two. years after the preliminary
examination, the thesis comm{ttee must assess the thesis and performance in
the final oral examination which they conduct.
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)e!Ilber of the conl'Ili ttce .:ill be from another department.

The chairman

L]~ne other member carry responsi bil~ ty for a det;:i.iled study of the thesis.
Resea.rch Areas
In that the department is quite smn.11 these can be described conveniently
in terms of the research interests of individual faculty members.
Arthur W. Burks.

Director of the Logic.of Computers Group._

Logic, Computers

,

and their interrelationships.· Automata.
JoJ:m H. Holland.

Biological systems.

Associate Director of the Logic of Computers Group.

Adaptive ;ystems.

Algorithms for adaptation. _Analytic and simulation

studies of adaptive systems.
Bernard P. Zeigler.

Modelling and Simulation.

Hodel Description methods

which are indepencI.ent of application and programming language.

Validity

of models.
Jernard A. Galler.

Department Chairman.

Design and Implementation of Operating

System~, Programming Languages and Compilers.
Willian E. Riddle.

Reliable Soft,;are for Complex Systems.

ysing such systems.

Independent specification for what the system is to

do and how it is to be done.

Larry K. Flanigan.
Stephen Kaplan.

ConsistE:ncy of the two specifications.

System Softhare and Biological simulations.
(Joint appointment with Botany)

. Julian P. Adams.

Methods of anal-

Population Genetics •

·(Joint appointment with Psychology).

Language of the Brain~

Representa~ion of Knowledge.

Neuromodels and Psychological Processes.

Walter R. Reitman. (Joint Appointment with Psychology).
andArtificial Intelligence.

Cognitive Psychology

How intelligence operates in solving

problems.
Rosenthal.

Algorithms and Data Structures.

Graph Theory.

Operation

Research and Probability Theory.
Joyce B. Friedman.

Linguist;i.cs.

Formal Logic and Decision Procedures.

Mathematical

Speech understanding systems.

'

William C. Rounds. - Formal Languages.

Mathematical Lingui_stics.

Tree Manip-

ulating Systems.
John F.

}I eyer.

(Joint af'pointment with Electrical and Computer Engineering)

Reliable and Fault tolerant systems.
Ph.D. Thesis titles for the period 1972-3 are

On Inducing a Non-trivial, Parsmonious, Hierarchical Grammar for a given
Sample of Sentences.
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A Computer Simulation of Attack Learning Behaviour in the Octopus.
Simulations of a Cell-Assembly Model
A Unified Minimal Realisation Theory with Duality
Non-Linearities in Genetic Ada.pti vo Search
A Syntax-Directed Least-Errors Recognizer for Context-Free Langua.gcs

Man-Machine Referential Communication in a Personal Information Retrieval
System
Some Generalised .Modeling Structures for ;use in the·Design of File Organisation
Adaptive Procedures for Automatic Document Retrie.val
Realization with Feedback Encoding
A System Programming Language for a Variety of Hardware-Software Systems

Adaptive Behaviour of Simulated Bacterial.Cells Subjected to Nutritional
Shifts.

)
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3.

Finn.nci.al Support of Students
·. .A limited nm1ber of fellowships are availn.ble provided by the Rackha.rn

School of Graduate Studics 1 the Federal Government, IBH, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, General Electric and General Motors.

These mostly provide

$2500 plus tuition; a few fellowships pay considerably more.

(These do not

include national fellowships which are also. open to students).
There are a much larger number of teaching and research.assistantships.·
Teaching assistantship pay from $600 to $3700 depending upon time committed
by the student.

Research assistantships pay from $3000 to $7500 but are

usually given to students with one year of graduate work.
4.

)

Comments
Michigan operates a

11

strong 11 thesis committee - the supervision of a

/

student is not left entirely to his advisor.

There are varied depths of

involvement but the entire committee ·will meet at least four times during the
thesis work.

The thesis pro_spectus is taken very seriously, students know

that they must prepare it carefully.
The thes{s is reviewed by the adviser before submission to the thesis
committee.
· required.

Their first inspection is for content - additional work may be
Then the final version is submitted and is vetted for presentation.

Individual reports must be submitted to the Dean's office before the oral
examination.

The Deans office can defer the oral examination and arbitrate

on split decision.
)

Most students, about two thirds, leaving Michigan with Ph.D. go into
Universities and one third into Industrial Research Laborator1es (IBM, Bell
Telephone primarily).
Comparability ~~th other Universities is not an issue.
at Michigan is fairly formidable.

The programme

It is designed to span a five year period.

Statistics indicate that an average something like 6½ years is~ent, the
variance is also large.
There is not a great deal of contact between students and industry as
part of the degree pr·ogramme though several students work part time for local

industry.

With exceptions of course, the advisers pla.y a major role in formulati(J
thesis proposals.

The student selects an area but perhaps two thirds of the

thesis topic definition comes from faculty.

Something like 90 - 95% of all

theses submitted are immediately acceptable.
I am indebted primarily to Professors Galler and Riddle for providing
information about the Michigan Ph.D. degree.

Professor Galler mentioned that

at a meeting of Computer Scie11ce programme chairmen which took place in July
197 4 in Utal1 it was strongly recommended that all courses should contain a

strong engineering component; the general feeling of the meeting was that
most benefit lay in integrating this component rather than offering it as an
alternative.
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Purdue University 15-16th September 1974
1.

Environment.

Purdue University is at Lafayette, Indiana some 130 miles

from Chicago and 50 miles from Indianapolis.

The University is large, over

20,000 students, but its geogra~1ical location makes it rather isolated.
Its Computer Sciences Center and Department of Computer Science were established in 1961 and 1962 within the Division of Mathematics.

Purdue was

among the first of the universities in the U.S.A. to offer academic training
in computing.

Its Computer Science Department is large; there are 24 full-

time faculty members and nine associated faculty based in other departments.
Several of the faculty are internationally known, Professor Conte, the
head of the department, and Professors Gautschi and Rice for their work in
numerical analysis, Professors Rosen, Hatstead and Denning for their textbooks and research covering programming languages, compilers and operating
systems, Professor Buchi in logic and automata theory.
There are nearly 500 students in the department.

As a matter of policy

the department limits graduate numbers to about 125 of which some 20 are
Ph.D. students.

Ph.D. students are-not required to take.a master's degree

for the coursework component of the N.S. is a subset of that forth Ph.D.
degree.

As at CWRU there are two versions of the M.S. program, a thesis

and a non-thesis option.
Computing Equipment and Facilities
_The Computing Center is unusually equipped.

The main computing power

is provided by CDC6500 and CDC6400 computers interconnected with each other
and two IID17094' s and a number of smaller machines providing RJE and
concentrator facilities.

The operating system is of course "home grown"

and appears to be well instrumented for performance measurement and analysis.
Th_oug__!l p_!i~ctrily a batch system, terminal facilities are available ( through
one of the 7094's)
The Computer Science Department owns two minicomputers, a dual processor
IMLAC PD5-1 graphic display terminal and a Microdata 1621 with 32K/bytes of
core.

The latter can emulate the IBH1130, D~C PDP11/45 and Data General

NOVA computers.

It runs with these manufacturer's operating systems.

)
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2.

Orcanisation of the Ph.D. Progrnm in Computer Science
The initial course,rork is designed to expose Ph.D. students to several

areas of Computer Science.

Students are expected to_ have taken several

courses at undergraduate level.

The following courses cover the material

on, which the Ph.D. Qualifying Examina+,ion is based and serve as an introduction to more advanced courses to be taken subsequently.

The examination

is taken at the end of the second or third semester.
Preparation for the Ph.D. Qualifying Examination
Seven courses are offered, six including CS502, CS514 and CS582 must
be taken.
CS501 Data and. Storage Structures - 3 hours
Methods of organising and linking information in computer memory and
on discs.

Representation of discrete events, data files, polynomials

etc. in list and tree structures.

Searching of lists and trees.

Storage allocation and reclam?,tion.

Applications to compiler and

operating system design, ;information storage, symbol manipulation and
simulation problems.

Exercises in list and string processing languages.

CS502 Compiling and Programming Systems - 3 hours
Basic principles of compilers.
execution.

Control of translation, loading and

Relocating and linking loaders, linkage editors and

overlay generation.

Symbolic coding systems.

Lexical and syntactic

analysis, design and operation of assemblers and macroprocessors.
Interpretive systems.

A large programming project is part of this course.

CS503 Operating Systems - 3 hours
Basic.principles of operating systems: addressing modes, indexing,
relative addressing, _indirect addressing, stack maintenance.
Implementation of multi-task sy_stems.

Control and coordination of

tasks, deadlocks, synchronisation, mutual· exclusion, storage management, segmentation, paging, virtual memory.·. Protection, sharing,
access control.

File S1stems.

Resource management.

Evaluation and

Performance Prediction.
CS514 Numerical Analysis - 3 hours

Iterative Methods for solving nonlinear equations.
ence equations.

Linear differ-

Differentiation and Integration formulae.
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Numerical

solution of ordinary differential equations.

)

Round-off error bounds.

CS520 Linear Systems and. Mathematical Prograrmni.ng - 3 hours
Systems of linear equations and inequalities.
related methods.
Simplex method.

Gauss elimination e.nd

Linear programming and polyhedra inn-space.
Duality of linear programming·problems.

Convex and

quadratic programming.
CS582 Automata, Formal Languages and Computability I - 3 hours
Basic notions of algebra and its application in computer science.
Behaviour of finite·automata, algebraic operations on automata,
minimisation of automata, analysis and synthesis theorems.
expressions, regular sets and their relation to automata.
for formal languages, derivation trees.

Grammar

Regular systems, context

free languages, deterministic languages, ambiguity.
mata, operations on languages.

Regular

Pushdo,~1 auto-

LR(k) grammars.

CS584 Automata, Formal Languages and Computability II - 3 hours
Type O and context sensitive grammars.
bounded automata.

Turing machines and linear

Shephardson Sturgis programs.

The Church Turing thesis.

Universal programs.

Application to decision problems, testing

for ambiguity,·identity, containment between languages defined by
various grammars.

Roger's theorem of translations.

on input-output relations.

Rice's theorem

General theory of Computational complexity.

Simple optimisation problems which are recursively unsolvable.
theorems, Gap theorem.
. Crossing sequences.
hierarchies.

Blwn's

Time and sto.rage bounds for recognition de ....rices •

Lower bounds on tape complexity.

Tape and time

Time and space requirements for recognising context

free languages.
)

Ph.D. Studv Plan
In the semester in which the qualifying examination is passed, a
student must find a faculty member to serve as chairman of his advisory
committee.

The chairman and student then select two further faculty members

for the committee.
A plan of study must be approved

?Y

the advisory committee and the

Graduate Committee before the end of the semester in which the qualifying
examination is passed.

~h~_plan of study must include the seventh course
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on which the q_1.1alifying examination is based and a minimwn of seven !'urthc~
)

credit hour courses arid seminars.

These mciy be any courses in the CS500 or

CS600 seris or courses from other departments which the advisory and Graduate
c01runi ttees approve.
Some areas in which the department is particularly strong are represented
by several courses in which practical, theoretical and applications are
treated separately or alternatively a very la,rge spectrum of topics within
an area are covered.

Each is 3 credit hours except where shown otherwise.

CS515 Numerical Analysis of Linear Systems
CS535 Computer Graphics
CS540 File Organisation Techniques
CS543 Discrete Systems Simulation
CS544 Simulation and :Modelling of Computer Systems
CS545 Management Infonnati_on Systems
CS546 Computer Modelling of Social Systems
CS547 Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing
CS548 Interactive Man-Computer Learning Systems
CS572 Heuristic Problem Solving
CS590 Topics in Computer Science (Individual Reading Course) 1-5 hours
CS613 Numerical Analysis in Function Spaces
CS614 Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations
CS615 Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations
CS638 Design of Large Information Processing Systems
·cS639 Technology of Computing Center :Management
)

CS643 Advanced Simulation Design and Analysis
CS660 Design of Translating Systems
CS661 Formal Compiling Methods
CS68.4 Theory of Effective Computability
- --~-~CS690 Seminar on Topics in Computer Sciences 0-5 hours
The Preliminarv Examination
This examination is in two parts.

The first part is designed to test

a student's overall understanding of his chosen area of specialisation.

The

examining committee ·and the student will agree on an appropriate subset of
the courses taken to form the subject matter of the first part of the examination which may written or oral.
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This examination occurs at the end of

/

the students fourth or fifth semester.
The exan1ining committee consists of the advisory committee, a member
ap1Jointcd by the Graduate Committee and possibly additional members appointed
by the dean of the Graduate School.

The second part of the examination occurs

during a students fifth or sixth semester.

This part of the examination is

oral, open to the entire department and, assessed by the same examining
committee.

In this a student describes and defends his work on a research

topic previously agreed between the student and his examining committee.
Ph.D. Examination
It is only after the preliminary examination has been passed that a
student formally becomes a Ph.D. candidate.

He must then find a faculty

member to supervise h:j..s thesis research and henceforth act as chairman of
his advisory committee.

The Ph.D. thesis is normally submitted after

eight semesters but a one year extension is at the discretion of the
Graduate Committee.

The thesis must contain results which the advisory

committee deem worthy of publication and must be in a form acceptable to
them.

The student must also satisfactorily defend his thesis in an open

colloquium.
A final req_uirment, which all Ph.D. supplicants must satisfy, is to
teach at least one 3 credit hour course unless they have had comparable
experience.
Research Areas
Numerical Analysis.
One project involves basic research into the theory of numerical
integration with special emphasis on recursive computation and the condit. ·--i-oning of problems.··--Two·r-elated pro•jects· conc·ern the theory of splines,
~

approximation theory and their application in the solution of partial
differential equations.

Another project has developed a problem-solving

system for numerical analysis problems: methods are supplied automatically
by the system which provides automatic error control and extensive diag-

nostic facilities.

Yet another project involves development of adaptive

algorithms for integration, curve fitting etc. and includes an analysis of
their implementation on parallel computers.
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Programming Systems

V

A project on decompiling dea~s with both theoretical and practical aspects

of this problem; it is coupled wi'th research in an area called algorithm
dynamics or soft,,are physics.

Other projects include. the completion of a

formally specified ALGOL 68 compiler, implementation of a microprogrammed
high-level language for optimal execution of PL/2 and ALGOL object code and
implementation of microprograrnmed primitives for constructing modular
operating. systems.
Operating Systems
Under NSF sponsorship the Computer Science Department and Center are
studying measurement and evaluation of large computer systems; this work
includes collection and analysis of Data from the Purdue Operating System,
theoretical work on modelling operating system problems and examining the
accuracy of models for predicting performance measures.

This project is

also concerned with methods of designing systems so that performance can
be guaranteed.

Other projects are examining protection and security in

computer systems and models of dynamic program behaviour with the objective
of constructing artificial program loads.
Information Systems
Problems of interest here are automatic design of information systems,
optimal vehicle scheduling, management of computing centers and medical
information systems.
)

Another project involves the development of an

environmental computer game which acquaints players with some of the complexity
facing an administrator in controlling the quality of the environment in

a

city.
Theory of Computing
One investigation concerns the applications of the mathematics of finite
structures to digital systems.

Specific topics include the theory of recursive

functions, Turing :Machines, formal logic, Post canonical systems, finite
graphs, abstract algebra and finitg automata •. Closely related is a project
on the mathematical theory of computation which is examining the application
of· recursive function theory to the theory of computational complexity,

)
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hierarchies on computable function.s and invcstip;a.tions of cffecti vely computable operators.
Computer Aided Instruction
Purdue is conducting a test site evaluation of a particular system
ICU/PLANIT under NSF sponsorship; the objectives are
1) analysis and evaluation of implementation and maintenance problems
of· ICU/PL.A.l\JIT.

2) development and teaching two courses using this system.
3) analysis of the impact on the ICU/PL.A.NIT system and the host system
of mounting these courses.
4) the production of a package to demonstrate the systems features.
-

5) a study of the technical considerations affecting the .choice of
ICU/PLANIT as a CAI system.
3.

Financial Support of Students
Fellowships are ·awarded to applicants with outstanding academic records

on a competitive basis.

A number of graduate teaching and research assistant-

·ships in the Department and the Computer Center are available which carry
salaries in the range $3000 to $3800 per annum with partia~ remission of
tuition and fees to the nominal figure of $60 per semester.
Special University Fellowships are available-for Black Students.
)

Fellowships in general provide slightly less salary than assistantships
but a few provide more.

They have the advantage of allo~-ri.ng a student

complete freedom in choosing an area of specialisation.
· 4.·

Comments
Most of the information on the Purdue program was provided by Professor

Omahen but I am indebted to Professors Conte, Rosen, Schneider Workman and
Yao and several graduate students in particular Mrs. Dorothy Denning for

supplementing this information in yarious way~.

..
Students gain experience

in

()

project work both in courses and in rcscar~y•

projects some of which are financed by government
funds.

and some by industrial

A number of Industrial fellowships are available which do not commit

a student to work on any specific topic.
In finding research topics it tends to be the case that topics are
suggested by faculty in the long term funded research projects.
areas the student is more involved in topic se;i.ection.

In other

There is undoubtedly

government influence in the areas being researched through their funding
policy.

On the whole the industrially financial projects tend to be develop-

ment rather than research so Ph.D. topics arise more infreq_uently there.
One of the faculty with experience of both systems felt that the'separ'

ation of M. S. and Ph.D. cou_rses was of benefit to the N. S. students who on
the whole were seeking a more practical training.
At Purdue, Ph.D. 1 s have been awarded for implementation projects with

novel features.

I sensed some difference of opinion about this.

The committee system used for examining is a

11

weak comrnittee 11 which is

to say that the chairman is expected to play a dominant role in advising a
student.

The other members of a committee are more active in the assessment.

A substantial number of students particularly M.S. students go to
computer manufacturers, others into· education then a diversity of other
employments.

--------

.

------ - --

------
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University of Colorado, September 17-18th, 1974
1.

Environment,
The University of Colorado at Boulder about 20 miles north of Den:ver

must be one of the most picturesquely situated universities in the U.S.A.
It is at an altitude of 5000 feet.

To the east are the great plains, on the

outskirts of the town the Rocky :Mountains rise steeply.

The enrollment of

the University is restricted by law to 20000 students.

(It is difficult to

tell whether skiing ability is a prerequisite to or a consequence of enrolment at Colorado.)
The Department of Computer Science was created in 1970, though interest
in Computing science extends back to 1962 through an interdepartmental
Institute of Computer Science.

There were 13 members of this institute from

the faculties of Electrical Engineering, :Mathematics and Philosophy.

One of

the last acts of the Institute before its devolution on the formation of the
Department was the introduction of an N.S. degree which extended teaching
at Colorado from undergraduate to the graduate level.

Five members of the

Institute transferred to the Department wh~n it was founded; since then its
faculty has grown to thirteen.

(A number of Institute members remain in

their original departments but continue to cooperate and participate in the
work of the Computer Science department.)

Originally the department was,

for administrative purposes, part of the graduate school but it was directed
to select a permanent home in an existing college, Arts and Sciences or
Engineering being most likely.

In 1971 it was established in the former.

Since its foundation the enrollment in undergraduate courses has
reached 1403.

There are currently 85 graduate students in the __department

of whom a dozen are Ph.D. applicants under the recently established Ph.D.
__ progr_amme in Computer Science.

The department as a matter of policy will

peg the number of Ph.D. students at the number of full time faculty.

So

far no one has completed the requirements for the Ph.D. degree in this
programme.
Computing Facilities and Equipment
The computing facilities on the campus are extensive.
center operates two CDC 6400 computers.

)

The computing

Also available to CS students are

)
a Libra.scope L.3055 (a "hands on" machine in Elcct.rical Engineering), an
IBM 360/ 40, a Beckman /XDS hybrid com1mter, several Novas and a number of
Armed Service surplus general purpose r111d special purpose computers.

department owns several interactive terminals.

The

The remote job entry link

from ·the Engineering Building where Computing Science is housed to the
Computing Center ( about 1 mile away) is :novel.

In place of the usual tele-

phone line is an infra red link designed and built by the Electrical
Engineering department.

This is apparently extremely reliable but fails

about five times per annum in heavy,snowstormsl
2.

Organisation of the Ph.D. Programme in Computer Science
At Colorado the Masters and Ph.D. programmes are distinct though courses

are common.

It is not_ anticipated that H.S. students will proceed to the

Ph.D. degree. Ph.D. students can, if they desire, but satisfying additional
requirements in either the thesis or reading options of the H.S. programme
obtain an H. S. degree as well as a Ph.D.
Entrance requirements are a Bachelors degree with specified computing
and mathematical background.

Provision is made for students who do not meet

these requirements to make good any deficiencies during which time they are
enrolled provisionally.
Program of Studv
No specific courses are required other than CS710 which is part of the
Preliminary Ex&~ination.

Each new student is assigned to a faculty advisor

and together they plan a program of study which is designed to contribute

to special competance and also a high degree of scholarship in a broad fie~d
of knowledge.

Al though study is normally within the department of Computer

Science certain essential courses and a number of optional courses are available in other departments.
A minimum of thirty semester hours of coursework is required; in general_

the number of hours of coursework will be larger than this.

The courses

available are each three semester hours.
CS531

Fo.rmal Languages
Phrase structure and transformational grammars and related machines.
Push down autc:nata, variants, .relation to compiling.
undecidable properties of languages.
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Decidable and

U

CS540 (Mg. Sci 625) Computer Decision Nodelling ·
Computing Science methods in management decisions.
study of dynamic system~.

Simulation in the

Optimisation models for controlling dynamic

systems.
CS546 Theory of Automata
Finite state machines, regular expressions, paths on graphs.
machines and equivalent machines. · Computability.

Turing

Machines of inter-

mediate computation power and elements of their relation to formal
languages.
CS553 (EE553) Fundamental Concepts in Programming Languages
Concepts underlying programming language design: basic operators,
operand modes and formation rules.
· Algol, Lisp, Snobol and Pascal.
)

Examples from Fortran, Cobol,

Relationship between language,

hardware and applications.
CS554 (EE554) Numerical Applications of Digital Computers
A survey of the types of digital computers useful for execution of

algorithms and for the solution of typical numerical problems in
science and engineering.

CS555 (EE555) Non-Xumeric Techniques for Digital Computers
Methods for implementing processors for non~numeric processors.
Dynamic storage allocation, list processing, recursive programming and
string manipulation.

Several special purpose languages and their

implementation are studied.

CS556 Translation of Programming Languages
Practical techniques for translating prograrns.

Lexical, syntactic

and semantic analysis, code generation, assembly and optimisation.

Error reporting and recovery.

Students write and run their own

compiler.
CS557 Operating Systems
Means by which subsystems are integrated into the overall operations
of a computing facility.

Segmentation and loading, filing systems,

resource allocation.
CS558 Artificial Intelligence
Survey of the design of machines and systems created to perform tasks
deemed to require intelligence.
CS559 On~line Computing Systems
Principles of on-line hardware and software.

Survey of applications,

on-line systems architecture,. interrupt and I/0 systems, real time

operating systems and data structures.
and software.

Data communications hardware

Terminals and ?thcr peripheral devices.

On-line system analysis and design.

Queuing models.

.
0

)

..

CS560 (Mn,th 560) Nwncrica,l Analysis I
Solution of l_incar. systems, 'least squares approximation, nonlinear
algebraic equations interp~lation, quadrature.
CS561 (Math 561) Numerical Analysis II
Solution of ordinary and partial differential equations.

Matrix

eigen problem.
'

CS562 (Math 562) Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations
Convergence and stability of single and multi step methods.
equations.

Stiff

Matrix and shooting methods for two point boundary value

problems.
CS563 (Math 563) Num.erical Solution of Partial Differential Equations
Convergence and stability for difference schemes.
Wendroff, implicit, ADI methods.
elliptic .equations.

SOR, ADI direct methods for

'

Finite element methods.

CS564 (Math 564) Numerical

Linear Algebra

Direct and iterative solution of linear systems.
~

Leapfrog, Lax-

vector calculation.

Error Analysis.

Eigvalue and eigen-

Orthogonal transformations.

CS565 (Math 656) Numerical .Methods for Optimisation
Linear Programming.
gradient methods.

Unconstrained minimisation, one dimensional search,
Non linear and quadratic programming.

·CS566 (Math 566) Numerical Methods for Data Analysis•
Least squares fitting.
Analysis of data.
CS567 (Math 567)

Singular value decomposition.

Surface fitting.

Fourier

Applications.

Introduction to Approximation Theory

Normed linear spaces, convexity, existence and uniqueness of best
approximations.
related families.

Chebyshev approximation by polynomials and other
Least square approximation· and related topics.

CS593 (Math 593) Linear Programming
The general linear pr.ogramming problem and techniques used for
solution.
CS611 Topics in Computer Graphics
Graphics hardware: printers, incremental plotters, microfilm, storage
and refreshed CRT' s.

Graphics software: spe_cial and general purpose

subroutine packages.

Graphics languages and data structures.

Special

problems: perspecture vie:wing, hidden l'ines, windows, man-machine
engineering.
CS612 Topics in Operating Systems
Possible topics: system design, measurement and evaluation, simulation,

l

/

mathematical modelling and parallelism~
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CS613 Topics in Progra111ming Languages
Possible topics: synta.x, semantics, meta-compilers, compiler design,
translator writing systems~
CS614 Topics in Computer Systems
Possible topics: On line systems,multi-processing, microprogramming,
architecture, dat,a communications and computing networks.
CS615 Topics in Formal Systems
Possible topics: formal languages, abstract machines, combinatories,
finite mathe8atics, analysis of algorithms.
CS616 Topics in Data Processing
Possible topics: computing center management, information retrieval,
data base security, commercial systems, system evaluation and selection,
economics of large scale systems.

)

CS665 and 666 (~fa th 665 and 666) Advanced Topics in Numerical Analysis.
In addition there are course numbers providing for individual guided
reading prograJ:;1.work on small research problems or teaching lower
division courses.
The Prelimin2.rv Exainination
Each student takes the preliminary examination either in the first or
second fall semester after admission to regular degree status.

The function

of the examination is to try to determine whether a student is capable of
completing the programme successfully.

The examination is in two parts,

A written examination offered in both semesters with a possibility of an

)

oral examination if needed.

This part of the examination assesses factual

knowledge _of elementary topics in linear algebra, probability theory,
programming and computer systems.
The other part of the examination consists of participating in the
seminar course CS710 during the fall term.

This course involves a weekly

meeting of 2½~3 hours in which all students taking the preliminary examination and at least two but usually three faculty rriembers are present.
Students are presented with a wide rang~ of problems and are given a week
or two weeks to prepare s~lutions which they present at subsequent meetings.
The problems may be open_pr~blems; in general they are very difficult.

It

is usually clear to the faculty early in the semester which students will
pass this test; an UI1expected advan_tage of this form of assessment is that.
\

)
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/ by the end of the semester it is usually clear to the students also and

1

Q

those in trouble tend to withdraw rather than fail.
The performance in the Preliminary Examination is simple assessed to be
Pass or Fail except that a poor performance in the written examination may
be remedied by permission to retake it.

Students failing the Prelimin~ry

Examination may not continue in the Computing Science Ph.D. programme.
(They may transfer to another program.)
Advisorv Committee and the Comprehensive Examination
After a student has chosen a field of specialisation and not later than
the second semester after completion of the preliminary examination, the
student nominates three faculty members to serve on his advisory committee

)

which should include those.faculty that the student might wish to serve as
supervisor of his research.

The chairman of the department will then appoint

an acting advisory committee to serve until the Comprehensive Examination is
passed, when it becomes the students responsibility to obtain signatures of
three faculty members including a chairman who will serve as permanent
members of his advisory committee.
The Comprehensive Examination should be taken within three years of
admission to regular degree status.

Its purposes are to ensure that a student

has sufficient grasp of the fundamentals of his area to being research; to
ensure that he has the ability to exchange ideas and information with members
of his advisory committee and that he has a broad base of knowledge about
Computer Science.
)

The examination is normally a two hour oral examination

givenby five examiners consisting of the advisory committee with two further
members appointed by the department.

The committee may recommend additional

work including coursework to remedy any deficiencies exposed. ._.Th~ time of
the examination is fixed by the acting chairman of the advisory committee.
Thesis Requirement and Examination
A thesis in the area of specialisation must be based upon original invest-

igation and show mature scholarship and critical judgement as well as
familiarity with tools and methods of researc~.

The topic of the thesis must

be approved by the student's advisory committee.

Thesis work is expected to

occupy a further two years.
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The final examination on the thesis and related topics is oral and open
to 1.1nyone.

The examination is conducted by ·a committee of at least five

/

members appointed by the Dean._

One member of the examining committee must

•

be a member from another department.

Hore than one dissenting vote from the

five examiners precludes the award of the Ph.D. degree.
Research Areas
Several of the faculty work on combinatorial problems, graph enumeration, searching etc.

Another area of major interest is the measurement,

performance evaluation, simulation and modelling of computer systems and
general systems.

Professor Waite is well lmown for his work on portable

software and compilers.

Other interests in the department are numerical

anaiysis, automata theory, biological systems, artificial intelligence,
the semantics of programming languages and management information systems.

3.

Financial Support of Students
As well as fello..-ships, teaching and research assista.ntships many of

the postgraduate students are simultaneously employees of a number of
governmental and industrial agencies in the Boulder area which are engaged
in computer work.

A formal arrangement has recently been completed between

the department and the Hewlett Packard Corporation in Loveland, Colorado.
In this arrangement students spend half time at University and half time
in the Hewlett Packard plant.

The· salaries received approximate those

received by assistants and arrangement is made to enable students to obtain
up to 6 hours credit for project work at Hewlett Packard.

The bulk of the research assistantships come from about 6 NSF funded
research projects.
4.

Comments
I am indebted to Professor Fosdick for providing most of the information

about·the Ph.D. program at Colorado.

Professors Ellis, Zeiger and Waite

kindly filled out the picture in various respects~
The form of the Preliminary Examination 1s perhaps the point at which
the Ph.D. program differs most from others.

It is felt by the faculty to

be extremely effective but expensive in terms of faculty time and pr-~paration.

)

The opinion was that it would only "be possible in departments with a very
low student/faculty ratio.
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The use of courtesy members of faculty is also uncommon.
)

It has its

orig.ins in the existence of tho Institute before the Department was created
and· seems to work without inro_clucing administrative problems.
seem happy with the existing completely informal arrangement.

)
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Those involved

. Stanford Uni ver::;i ty September 75

Q
)

1.

Em-ir1.nuncnt.

Au~ust 75

The 8,800 acre Stanford campus is situated 35 miles south

of San Francisco at the southern end of the peninsula formed by the San
Francisco Bay.

In 1973-74 there were 11,200 students enrolled of whom

4,800 were graduate students; the faculty numbers aLout 1000.

Although

small by .American standards, since the middle 1950's it has expanded its
graduate teaching and in that time has acquired national and international
status as a teaching and research university.

It is cu!'rently ranked third

among A::1erican universities in the overall excP-llence of its graduate
progrs:-nes in the humanities, sciences and engineering according to surveys
of the Arnerica.n Council on Education.

Its education, business and medical

schools appeared in the top three in the 1974 survey of deans.
The Computer Scien?e department at Stanford is no less prestigious
and it comes as something of a surprise that the department is so small, in
teros of faculty at least, there being about a dozen: it does however
include Professors Knuth, Floyd, McCarthy and HcCluskey.

The department

does not offer an undergraduate major program though it does provide a
number of undergraduate courses.

Nearly all of its approximately .80 grad-

uate students are enrolled in the Ph.D. program.
reduce numbers in this prograz::1,;1e to about 60.
a period of financial stringency.)

Current policy is to

(Stanford too is suffering

The department is in the happy position

o:f being able to fill its intake of 15 each year many times over with first

class applicants.
Unfortunately the accomodation available to the department is dispersed
which somewhat hinders the work of the department; strenuous efforts to

amend this situation have at last resulted in new accomodation which within

two years should reunite the components.

Serra House, the abode of the

numerical analysis group, and the Digital Systems Laboratory are within 400
years of Polya Hall which is the administrative centre of the Department.
The

Artificial Intelligence laboratory is situated about 4 miles away off

campus.
Stanford provides an impressive array of computing equipment.

The

Stanford Center for Information Processing provides Academic Computing
Serrices through an IBH 360/67 and an IBM 370/158 which are in the process
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of upgrading with the install a ti on of an Ill'! 370/168.

Text editing, remote

job entry and timesharing facilities are available on this system.

Q

The

department has an HP-2116 and a PDP;-:-11 computer as well as a microprogrammable
computer in the Digital Systems Lab'oratory.

The AI laboratory operates a

timesharing system with PDP-6 and. PDP-10 co:-:,puters which contains a variety
of unorthodox peripheral devices, TV cameras, artificial hands.

This ~ystem

is a hode on the ARPA.\ET.
2.

The Ph.D. in Computer Science
The Ph.D. progran:me entails a minimum of three years work.

On entry. a

student is assigned an advisor who has primary responsibility for ensuring
that the student plans and follows a coherent course of study covering the
basic areas of computer science and related disciplines.
)·

This course of study

is subject to review by the department I s Graduate Study Corruni ttee.

Each

student is required to enrol in course 204, which is briefly described
subsequently.
Within the first two years a student must pass the comprehensive examination covering introductory level gr.aduate material in major areas of
Computer Science.

This examination consists of a six hour written paper

covering the five areas in which topics are organised at Stanford (Digital
Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Progra.."'1!lling and Programming Languages,
Numerical Analysis, Theory of Computation). ·A student must demonstrate
competence in all areas.
be completed.

)

In addition an extended programming assignment must

This normally extends over five working days and is usually a

problem of the open ended variety involving invention of a method of solution,
design of data structures and program, implementation and documentation.
The comprehensive examination is offered twice a year so that a student
in principle has four opportunities to pass it.

Few in fact take it on the

first occasion it is offered and most pass it in one or two attempts.

After

passing the comprehensive exam a student applies for admission to Ph.D.
candidacy which remains valid for five .years; it can be terminated or
extended on recommendation by the department.

The student then continues

more specialised study ,ri th a view to preparing for thesis research and passing
the qualifying examination in whi·chever of the five areas the proposed
research lies.

The qualif~ii;gexarninations are usually oral examinations

conducted by two exan1iners.

Students may take the qualifying examination a

second time if necessary; normally a·student must reach this stage by the end
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his third a.cademic year.

Thereafter he devotes time to thesis research

· and prepu.ration of a dissertation, . At an appropriate point the department
chairman appoints a·reading commit~ee consisting of the candidates principal
research adviser who must be a mern'ber of Academic Council and two other
members of faculty one of whom may-be f:rom another department.
one of these must also be a member of Academic Council.

At least

While the reading

committee are encouraged to follow and advise on the research as it
progresses, it is a ""~eak" committee in that the student interu.cts primarily
with his principal research adviser.
When a candidate has demonstrated special ability in his field and •
proved capacity for independent investigation to the satisfaction of the
I

department he may arrange through the Graduate Study Office for the Un~versity Oral Examination.

This req_uest must be made three weeks prior to the

proposed date which must be after the last day of instruction or in the
first .two weeks of any q_uart_er.
This examination may not exceed three hours; its purpose is to test the
candidates command of his field of study and to confirm his fitness for
scholarly pursuits.

The examining committee consists of a chairman appointed

by the Dean of Graduate Studies, ·at least four faculty members appointed by

the Dean on recommendation of the department and any members of Academic
Council who wish to attend.

On a favourable vote by at least three q_uarters

of the examining committee, the candidate provides draft copies of his disl5ertation, .which may be revised in light of the scrutiny.received during the
examination.
Recommendation for the degree is made only after passing the oral examination and acceptance by the reading committee of the thesis.

Each member

of the reading committee reads the thesis and certifies that it is of appropriate0scope and q_uality.
During th~ period of graduate study each student is req_uired to spend

_at least one q_uarter perfonnin~ teaching eq_uivalen~ to that carried out by
---~a.__t.e..a.ching-assis tant_ and at lJ:.as_:t_,one q_uarter p~rforming the research duties
0

- of a research assistant.

~li:ndun,tc Computer Science Courses

0

Courses involve 2½-3 lecture hours per week.

Those with A,B designation

run for two quarters rather than one.
204 Problem Seminar.
Solution of various problems, nwneric and symbolic, on a computer, using
various languages.

Emphasis on efficiency of programming, proofs of correct-

ness and clarity of docwnentation.

Students wiJ..l present.solutions limited

to degree candidates in Computer Science.

Enrollment limited to 20~

206 Computing with Symbolic Expressions.
The LISP programming language.

Computing wherein the data are symbolic

expressions rather than n1Lmbers, including algebraic expressions (simplification, differentiation), graphs, compiling.
Artificial Intelligence ,,,·ill be emphasised.

Preparation for work in
Syntax directed computation.

Other list processing systems.
211A,B.

Switching Theory and Logic Design.

Analysis and Synthesis of digital circuits with emphasis on basic design
techniques and general concepts.

Boolean algebra; simplification of switching

functions; sequential circuits; simplification of sequential machines.
Characteristics of s~~tching, memory, and input/output devices.
of digital integrated-circuit families.
ration.

Comparison

Introduction to large scale integ-

Logic Design of a system such as a stored program computer, digital

"differential analyser, desk calculator or radar signal processor. · Basic

knowledge of Boolean Algebra and number systems is assumed.
224 Models of Thought Processes.

Introductory survey of concepts and problems in artificial intelligence
research; heuristic processes in problem solving and heuristic programming;
information processing models .as explanations of human cognitive and effective
behaviour.
225 Artificial Intelligence Research

Intennediate level examination of problems in artificial intelligence
research.

Generality in problem solving systems; theorem proving by compuier;

semantic information processing; problem representation; perceptual- and
effector processes; scientific reasoning processes.
first year graduate students.

Not recommended for

Research project involving programming.

;
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Prerequisites 206 and 224.

226 The Representation Problem in Artificial Intelligence (Alternate years)
Formalisms for representing what a general intelligent program must know
about the world including facts of causality, ability, knowledge.
for manipulating these formalisms.

Progrwns

Prerel1uisite 225.

227 Robotics.
Theory and pr,1ctice of constructing integrated Artificial Intelligerice
systems.

Emphasis will be placed upon perception problems for gathering of

visual, tactile and other information and its use in modelling the environment.

Also considered are navigation and manipulation problems, automatic

strategy generation and systems design.

Prerequisite 206 and 224.

234 Numerical Hethods of Optimisation.
Introduction to the -numerical analysis, data processing and software
problems associated with decision problems whi.ch form a significant proportion
of all scientific computation.

Unconstrained and constrained minimisation,

gradient methods with special metrics, pivotal optimisation techniques, solving
large scale systems, partitioning meth~ds, combinatorial search procedures,
shortest path and other graph algorithms. ·No prior knowledge of Operations
Research is necessa:ry.
237A Advanced Numerical Analysis.
Solution of linear problems; linear equations, iterative methods for
large sparse matrix problems, linear programming, linearisation of nonlinear
problems.

Testing and automation of methods on a digital computer.

237B,C Advanced Numerical Analysis.
Selected Topics are covered in depth from the theory and practice of
_using automatic digital computers for solving ordinary and partial differ:...
ential equations, approximating functions, computing eigenvalues and eigen. vectors.

240A,B

Testing and automation of methods o.n a digital computer.
Compiler Construction.

Theory and practice of constructing translators for high level programming
languages.

Scanning and parsing of formal languages; introductory theory of

context free languages and syntactic analysis.• Object code generation and
economisation.

Automatic generation of syntax analysers, translator writing

systems, extensible translators.
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>¼6 Operating Systems.
Multiprogramming and timesharing system design.

Topics covered include

processes and process communication control of input and output, memory
management, scheduling, file systems, protection, resource allocation, design
methodologies.

247 Computer System Evaluation.
Performance criteria in computer systems, queuing theory; queuing models
of multiprogramming; analysis of bottlenecks, measurements via hardware and

software; simulation; models of program behaviour, storage

devices, memory

hierarchies and file structures; allocation and scheduling of jobs and computer
system resources.

255 Analysis of Algorithms.
An advanced course primarily for students who will be doing specialised

work in the analysis of algorithms,

The intent is to present each of the

important paradigms used to analyse algorith~s.

The course studies combin-

atorial approaches, generating functions, techniques for exact solution of
recurrences and asymptotic methods in connection with important algori t,hrns
for searching and sorting.

256 Computability.
Mathematical models of computers and computation; multitape Turing machines,
pushdown automata, flowcharts, program schemata etc.
their relation to automata theory.
complexity theory.
problems.

Formal languages and

Abstract and machine based computational

Xondeterministic and probabilistic computers.

Decision

Philosophy of computability.

257 Advanced Computability.
Mechanical Theorem proving.
program construction.

Ggdel Theorems.

Program Schemata.

Continuation of topics in 256.

Automatic

Prerequisite 256.

258 Mathematical Theory of Computation.
Abstract syntax and formal semantics of programming languages.
defined functions and algolic programs.

Recursively

Proving assertions about programs

using formalisms of Burstall, Floyd, Hoare, Hanna, McCarthy and Scott.

Use

of proof-checkers to replace debugging by compu·ter-checked proofs of program
correctness·..

Recommended Prerequisite 206.
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,,b5. Computational }lodels for the Syntax of Natural Language.
Introduction to computer implementation for syntax.
uistics and formal language theory.
parsing systems.

.Material from ling-

Review and discussion of past and current

Overview of a sy:3·temic analysis of English.

266 Computational Hodels for the Sei11antics of Natural Language.
Conceptual overview of problems of meaning.

Formalisms for logic,.

psychology and linguistics, relevance to computer implementations.

Survey

and critical discussion of current computer systems for natural language.
293 Computer Laboratory. ·

A substantial computer program is designed and implemented.
written report is required.

A detailed

Recommended as preparation for dissertati~n

research.
311 Advanced Computer Organisation.

Ma~hine algorithss for high speed arithmetic .. Analysis of hierarchical
memory systems and their management.
and control.

Data formats, instruction sets, addressing

Comparison of advanced systems including multiprocessors, stack

organised computers and pipeline computers.
319A Digital Reliability Seminar.

Student-faculty discussions of research problems in areas of reliability,
testing, diagnosis and redundancy in digital systems.
319B Parallel Systems Seminar.
Student-faculty discussions of research problems in areas of hardv;are and
software system design.
)

Design methodologies for operating systems; system
'

reliability including program verification, program testing; error detection
and error recovery; machine independent system design; languages for system
implementations; models for parallel systems •

. --·-3T9C-Corriputer- Sys-tems- .Analysis Seminar.
Student-faculty discussions on measuring, modelling and analysing the
per~~n;e

·of

-c~mputer systems and computer system. components.

319D Communications Xetwork Seminaro
Student-faculty discussions on computer communications networks, including
study of packet sw~tching, .l?op systems, topology and capacity assessment,
reliability and performance measurement.
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Major focus on interprocess communi-

./

cation methods and operating system design for distributed resource networks.Q
3.

Financin" of Postgr.:cduate Students
Stanford students are very able so many have external fellowships, NSF

and the prestigious Hertz fellowships for example.

In addition to these ·there

are teaching and research assistantships vi thin the department.

Assistants

receive a tuition scholarship and in addition stipends for.the academic year
ranging from $2800 to $3200.

Some posts are available during the swnmer

months carrying stipends ranging between $650 and $750 per month.

Dutie·s

during the academic year involve 20 hours of work per week (this includes
two hours per week attending colloquia and seminars).

Teaching assistants

help an instructor in teaching a course by meeting discussion sections,'
I

consulting with students grading examinations occasionally substituting for
)

the instructor in class etc.

Research assistants help senior staff with their

rese.arch programmes.
Stanford University like most universities provide for a reduced rate of
tuition in the case of students who have completed residence and comprehensive
examination requirements but have not completed the research leading to a
dissertation.

Several students are able to take advantage of this and the

fact that Stanford is surrounded by many companies with a considerable investment in computer manufacture or utilisation.

It is relatively easy for students

to find varying degrees of part-time.employment within easy reach of Stanford
and so maintain the fairly close contact with their research adviser which
universally seems to be a prerequisite in most cases to continued steady
progress towards a dissertation.
4.

Comments
. An unusual aspect of the Stanford programme is the extent to which students

-are involved in examining.

The arrangement whereby teaching assistants grade

examinations in course-work is perhaps not uncommon in the U.S.A. but at Stanford
two senior graduate students are full members of the comprehensive examination
committee saving only that they may not inspect the records of students.
This at least is consistent with the view at Stanford that a primary function
of the Ph.D. training ~s to produce scholars and teachers and students are in
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(_)is way introduced to the responsibilities associated with such work.
Also unusual is the prflci,ice Stanford shares with Case Western Reserve
basing the University Oral Examination on a draft, rather than the final version
of the thesis.

Rather interestingly the University regulations do not req_uire

even a. draft of the thesis at that stage though in practice departments

do

deem a student ready for such an examination until a draft is available.

not

An

obvious advantage is that substantial changes to the thesis. can be recommended
without the expense and formality of resubmission which would be necessary in
most British Universities if these were required.

On the other hand, passing

the oral examination is in effect recognition that a candidate is worthy of
the Ph.D. subject only to the formality of cleaning up ani submitting a thesis
in final form; there are several instances of this last step dragging on for
a period of years.
)

There is also evidence that students working, even on a

part time basis externally, do tend to take considerably longe~ to complete
their dissertation than can be accounted for by their external commitment.
The Sta.nford Computer Science department has considerable contact with
industry though mainly of an informal nature with those firms situated locally.
While a number of firms contribute to the funding of research at Stanford, it
is primarily to basic research within faculty members' interests rather than
specific problems encountered in industry.

The formal contact is primarily

at a 3 day seminar arranged by the department at which graduate students and
faculty describe in a series of half hour to one hour presentations the problems
they are trying to solve, the relevance or importance of these problems, methods
of solution and results so far obtained.

The audience consists of represent-

atives of industrial organisations both local and national.
)

(
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Uni versi,ty of California, Berkeley, April 4th 1975
1.

Environment.

0

Berkeley with about 2700 students is the largest of the

nine campuses of the University of California.
from Sn,n Francisco.

It is situated across the Bay

Computer Science at Berkeley is a di vision within the

Department of Electrical Engineering; a somewhat anomalous position in that
no other subject at Berkeley is treated as a "division" of another subject.
(Computer Science was formerly a department within the College of Letters
and Science and a visitor senses strong undercurrents of feeling in regard
to the change of status.)
The department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science is very
large.

There are approximately 75 full time faculty of whom one third are

in the division of Cooputer Science.
)

In addition there are usually about 20

"resident" visitors and about ten part time or emeritus faculty.
The department had something over 700 undergraduates and 470 graduates
enrolled for the Hasters-degree in 1974.

Of the latter approximately 250

were enrolled in the Computer Science Haster' s prograrmne.

In December 1975

there were 31 Ph.D. candidates, eleven in Computer Science.
-Apart from the large batch processing installation using CDC equipment
CS students have access to vari·ous computers within the department being used

in research projects.
2.

Doctor of Philosonhv In Computer Science
Unless an entering student already possesses an equivalent qualification

all graduate students are first enrolled for the Masters degree.

The require-

ments of the non thesis option (36 units of course work) are a subset of the
requirements of for the Ph.D.

In consequence students have already completed

one year of postgraduate study when they embark on the Ph.D. programme which
entails a minimum of two years additional tuition.

Students are encouraged to

announce their intention of proceeding to the Ph.D. early in the Master's
programme (a minimum of 22 uni ts of graduate courses) and two minor areas each ·
involving at least 13 units of graduate courses.
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The minor subjects are i11tendod to broaden tho students viewpoint and
mustmeet the follo"l-."ing requirements.
1.

Each minor must have a different orientation from the major and
must introduce concepts not present in the major.

2.

One of the minors must consist mainly of_ courses from outside the
College of Engineering.

3.

The minor prog:r·ams must have dept,h implying +,hat two or three of
the courses taken must be at the graduate level.

4.

The minor programmes should support the teclmical objectives of
the major.

While there is considerable lattitude in choosing minor subjects in
/

1

practice they are frequently taken in Maths, Statistics, Physics and
Electrical Engineering.

At least 50 course units are required but most students take more than
this (usually as a consequence of taking many more than the minimum of 22
units for the major area).
An outline of the graduate Computer Science courses is appended at

the end of this section.
Courses taken in the major field and in the minors to meet the minimum course unit requirements must be taken on the letter grade system
(A,B,C or

D), additional courses may be taken on a pass/not pass basis.

A student must specify in advance those courses which are being taken on a
pass/not pass basis.

Doctoral candidates are required to maintain grade

averages of at least 3.5 in the major subject area and 3.0 in the minors.
(Grade point averages are based on the letter graded courses in which an
A counts 4 points, B 3 points etc.)
Having established a major area, a major field adviser is appointed
from the appropriate faculty members to guide the student in his choice of
courses in the major and minor areas and to assist the student in his preparation for the Department Preliminary Examination and the University
Qualifying Examination.
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) 'l'hc Prcliminan1 Ex,<r:1:ination

0.

This examination is held twi·ce a year in the Fall and Spring quarters
and must be passed before a stud_e·nt can be considered formally eurolled in
the doctoral programme.

This examination is used by teaching faculty as a

basis for advising students subsequently and affords· students an opportunity
to review, correlate and determine wealmesses in the material covered by
courses.

To achieve its purpose it ~ust be taken early in a student's

career; a student entering with a Masters degree must take the examination
110

later· than the seco_nd time it is offered, or an entry with a Batchelors

degree no later than the third occasion it is offered.

A student failing

this exam and permitted to take it for a second time must take it on the
next occasion it is offered.
The examination is based on four courses chosen from a list of about
20 courses (10 are senior undergraduate courses and 10 are graduate courses)
at least one.of which must be at graduate level.

The three graduate Computer

Science courses available CS252, CS257 and CS267 are among those outlined
later.
In this examination a student is examined orally for 20 minutes by each
of eight distinct examiners.

·whenever the examination is held each available

faculty member is assigned to examine one course; an examiner formulates a
well~thought out question which can be st~t~d in a minute or two which he
poses initially to each candidate in order to provide a basis for comparison.
Afte~ response to this initial question the examiner is free to modify his
line of questioning to suit the situation.

)
On the basis of the number of students to be examined in each cours~
the preliminary examination committee assigns faculty to examine courses so
that each faculty member see approximately the same number of students; the
list of examiners is posted and candidates supply a list in order of prefer~
ence of the examiners they prefer to·meet for each course.

A computer program

is used to assign examiners to cand~dates in light of their preferences
subject to the constraint of having an equal number of students per examiner.·

)
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At the end of a 20 winute oral examination, the examiner a::;signs an
overall score in the range 0-10 and ranks tho student on various attributes.
(Bl~nk copies of the form use_d a~:e posted so that students are aware of
attributes being examined.)

The mean and standard deviation of scores

awarded by a partict.~lar examiner· are normalised to 6 and 2 then the eight
normalised grades for each student are totalled.

Thereafter a meeting of•

the preliminary examination committee is held at which all examiners are
free to attend.

Based on the scores and comments of examiners and advisers

a pass list is produced.
The Qualifying Ex2-r-2ination
This examination is ta.ken no later than the eighth q_uarter of graduate
study but may be taken "-henever a substantial part of the course work has
/

been completed_.

Passing the q_ualifying examination is considered an

indication of readiness to undertake serious resea.rch.

The performance in

the preliminary examination is considered in evaluating the qualifying
examination results.
The qualifying _examination is :usually an oral examination based on
topics from one or more related areas including the students area of research
interest and the minor areas.

The student is asked to prepare from one to

three "propositionsu_i.e. coherent papers covering topics- which the student
has made a detailed study or completed minor research investigation.

The

examination mainly consists of presentation and defense of these propositions but includes some questioning outside the areas covered by the
propositions.

The committee of five examiners include two from outside

the EECS department usually representing the minor fields•
The Ph;D. Dissertation
The-diss-ertation is-on

-a;-

subjuct-,chosen by the candidate in consult-

ation with faculty, related to an area of study supported by the department
which will allow ability to carry out independent investigation and study
to be demonstrated.

At the time a research topic .is chosen,,a research adviser is appointed
from the faculty to ·guide the student in the work leading to the dissertation.
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The examining committee f_or the dissertation consists ?f the research

0

adviser and t·,rn other fa.cul ty one of whom must be from another department.
Graduate Computing Sciences Courses
Except where stated courses involve 3 lecture hours per week for one
quarter.
SC224 Techniq_ues for Security and Privacy in Computer System:3
Techniques for in~reasing security and protecting privacy of data in
computer systems; authentication methods; threat monitoring; data base
compartmentatisation; some encrypting methods; problems of statistical
inference; cost tradeoffs among various countermeasures.

Physical security

and administration rules. (3 units).
CS246 System Support for Scientific Computation
Rules for floating point arithmetic and their cost, anomalies and their
cost, library subroutines, interval arithmetic, base conversions, handling
over/underflow problems, error analysis.

(3 units).

CS251 Digital Syste'.Ils Engineering
(Three lecture hours and three laboratory hours per week, two quarters)
The design of digital systems using LSI processors, memories and
peripheral devices.

Performance range of microprocessors.

Hardware and

software design of micro/minicomputers for dedicated applications.
tradeoffs involving hardware logic versus RO:M/PLA.

Design

Incroprogrammed LSI

processor and emulator design (4 + 4 units).
CS252 Computer Systems Design
Studies in computer organisation emphasising design principles and
tradeoffs related to cost, performance, reliability, availability· and data
privacy and security.

Emphasis on relationships between applications method-

ology and systems architecture.

Case studies of experimental systems.

Term projects (4 units).
CS254 Design of Programming Languages
Selected topics from: analysis, comparison and design of programming
languages; formal description of syntax and semantics; advanced programming
techniq_ues, structured programming, debugging; verification of programs,
proofs of correctness, verifying compilers.
)
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(4 units).

Q

I

CS255 Advanced Topics in Operating Systems
Recent developments in operating systems including mul tiprognunming,
timesharing and real-time systems; scheduling and resource allocation;
addressing virtual memories, paging and segmentation; protection and privacy;
measurement and r::odelling; synchronisation and input-output; rcliallili ty
program design techniques.

(4 uni ts).

CS256 Computer Graphics
Basic concepts of interactive computer graphics, light. pen and tablet·
techniques display list manipulation, graphic order sets, interrupt handling
techniques.

A study of several experimental systems in terms of hardware

and software systems organisation concepts and the methodology used in
addressing the application area.

(3 units).

CS257 Implementation of Programming Languages
Compiler Construction.
generation and optimisation.

Lexical Analysi.s.
Storage Management.

Syntax Analysis.

Code

Run-time organisation.

CS258 Computer System Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation studies.
analytic modelling of computer systems.

Techniques: measurement, _simulation,
Workload characterisation.

Eval-

uation problems: computer selection, performance improvement, design.
Evaluation of program performance.

Case studies.

Term project.

(3 units).

CS259A Fault Tolerance and Microprogramming
Reliability and redundancy; fault diagnosis, detection and location;
ultra reliable systems; contemporary diagnostic practices.

Micro instruction

structures and fonnats; multi level micropmgrarnm.ing; high level language for
microprograrmning; microdiagnostics; applications.

(4 units).

CS259B Parallel and Pipelined Computer Systems
- - - ~ - - - , l ! r a . - 0 p ~ G - O m - p u t at ion; .cle-tec:t.i-on-and. -r.eco.gniti on of

parallel processable streams in computer programs; scheduling of multiprocessor
systems; operating strategies; software aspects of pipelining.

(4 units).

·· CS263 Algebraic Automata Theory
Syntactic monoids and their relation to the behaviour of finite auto·mata.

The "prime decomposition theorem" for monoids and sequential machines.

(3 units).
CS266 Error Correct1ng Codes

A general treatment of algebraic coding theory and the theory of
Calois fields.

Bose-Chaudhuri and burst-error correcting codes.
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Topics

such as algebraic decoding, convolution codes, design of experiments.
)

CS267 Theory of Formal Languages
Phrase structure grammars .and languages.
technig_ues to programming languages.
Normal Forms.

Applications of context free

Closure properties.

Grammars and

Relation of context free languages to pushdown automata.

- Iteration theorems •

.Ambiguity and inherent ambiguity.

able problems of language theory.

Solva.ble and unsolv-

(3 ~1its).

CS268 Effective Computability (two quarters)
Explores the theoretical capabilities and limitations of computers.
-Machine independent theorems on speed of computation.
-Priority arguments.
on computation time.

Recursion theorem.

Diagonalisation techniques for obtaining lower bounds
I

Applications of recursive function theory to such

_jop~cs as proving program correctness, inductive inference and learning.
(3 + 3 units).
CS269 Combinatorial Computing
Formulation and solution of. combinatorial problems, especially those
arising in the analysis and design of systems.

Methods of combinatorial

optimisation such as branch and bound, network flows, matroid programming.
Analysis of relative complexities of algoritlli~s.

(3 units).

CS272 Theorem Proving and Computational }fodels
Completeness, Herbrand expansi.on, the resolution principle.

Efficient

strategies for theorem proving by computer.

Program schemata and their

decis_ion problems.

Formal specification of prog-

:Models for parallelism.

ramming semantics •. Proving programs correct~

(3 units).

CS274 Efficient and Optimal Algorithms
C9mputational complexity of fundamental algebraic, combinatorial and
analyt~c problems such as sorting, searching, root-finding, graph computations, evaluation of polynomials and multiplication of long numbers.

(3 units).

"-'"-"eS276-Automa:fon~Bas ecf Computa Hoii-ai-c~~pl exi ty
_ Time and storage reg_uired to compute functions by multitape Turing
. ::~~in~; and oth~-;- com;ut;tional models.

Polynomial reducibility, decision

problem~ with exponential or n?n-elementary time or space bounds.
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(3 units).

Theory of Parsing and Translating
Parsing algorithms for c-ontext free languages and their computational
)

complexity.

Deterministic languages.

Special classes of grammars, appli-

cations to programming e.g. p'recodence grammars, LR(k) grammars, bounded
(right) context gra~1mars.

Covers and canonical precedence parsing.

of computers and translators.

.Models

(3 units).

CS282 Artificial Intelligence
Symbolic computation and Problem Solving.

Discussion of techniq_ues

for representing kncr.,-lc-rlge, search and traversal, game playing, learning
and heuristic programming.

Current research including pattern recognition,

robotics, natural language transla.tion, mechanical mathematics, theorem
proving, high level languages for artificial intelligence and simulation of
cognitive processes.

(4 uni ts).

CS292 Advanced Graduate Study in Computer Science
CS292A Theory of Discrete Linear Systems
Linear sequential machines.

Minimisation, finite memory property,

controllability and unobservability.
sequential relations.
results.

Behaviour as linear functions and

Algorithms for realisations and some unsolvability

Decomposition theory of discrete linear systems.

(3 units).

CS292B Advanced Theory of Formal Languages
Advanced topics in context free languages e.g. Parikh's theorem and
bounded languages,

Categorical grammars.

and linear bounded automtat.
Stack Automata.

(Context sensitive languages

Phrase structure grammars and Turing Machines.

Unification of language theory through balloon automata and

abstract families of languages.

(4 uni ts).

CS292C Asynchronous Computations
-{Two lecture hours per we-ekT ____
Problems of control_sequencing and r~source allocation associated with
multi processors and other asynchronous systems; types of parallel computers.
Muller's speed independent circuits; computation graphs and parallel program
schemata; solutions to Dijkstra's "deadly embrace" problem.
Dennis et al.

( 3 uni ts).

CS292D Sorting and Searching
Trees.

Models of Holt,

(Two hours per week)

Huffman codes, entropy; sorting with minimum number of

comparisons; minimum storage sorting; replacement selection; optimal tape
sorting; disk sorting; sorting networks; address calculation and hashing;

AVL trees and other data structures for file maintenance.
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(3 units}.

CS292.E Correctness of Programs
A research oriented course aimed at solving the general problem of
obta.ining correct computer progr~s.

Methods covered include: (a) f~1mal and

infor:::al correctness proofs, (b) automatic verification ancl type checking
syste::1s, (c) programming languages to facilitate correctness proofs.

Students

are expected to do projects which they themselves devise. (4 units).·
CS292P Advanced Programming Language Design (Two lecture hours weekly)
Systems programming languages.
languages.

Very high level languages.

Application

Current research in the design of programming languages.

CS2923: Robotics (Two lecture hours weekly)
Design of machines which exhibit intelligent behayiour.
and ~odelling of three dimensional scenes.
manipulators.

Perception

Computer control of external

·Robot problem solving strategies including the use of tools.

CS292J Digital Computers in Experimental Systems
.1.. detailed study of experimental systems vhich intimately involve the

use of digital computers.

The specific systems will be chosen from such

'fields as biology, physics and psycliology according to the interests of
the class.
CS292-f Computer Speech Processing (Three lecture hours, two laboratory hours
weekly)
0

.Acoustic and physiological foundations and current research in spee ch

synthesis and recognition.

Continuous and discrete models of speech prod-

uction, linear predictive analysis, acoustic feature extraction, phonological
;

and prosodic rules and pattern recognition techniques.

CS292-'i Artificial Intelligence Programming Languages.

(Two recture hours
weekly)

Examination of new programming languages from artificial intelligence
research.

of

QA4, PLAN1'ER, CO~~LVER, SAJL, etc.

Emphasis is on new features

these languages and how they are used for programming standard AI tech-

niques.

(3 units).

CS292P Data Base Management Systems
Fundamentals of Data base management systems including relational
versus network views of data~ query languages appropriate to each case,
design of efficient access methods to secondary storage, security and
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integrity.

(3 uni ts).

CS292 QR Design of Data Base Systems (Two lecture hours weekly for ~wo quarters)
An existing data base man£i;gemcnt system will be examined in great detail

stressing tradeoffs present in the design.
to design and test extensions to the system.

Students will have the opportunity
(2 + 2 units).

-

CS298 Computer Systems Seminar
A series of weekly lectures by speakers from within and without the
university on various .topics related to computing and operating system design.
(1 unit).
Current Thesis/Project Titles
Diagnostic Hardcores for Micro-Programmable Computers
Realisation of the Unfigured Bass
Verification of the Fault Tolerance of Gracefully Degrading and Standby
Sparing Computer Systems
Computer Architecture with emphasis on Reliability Hardware and Software

I/0 - CP Overlap in the 6400 System
The Design of a Generalised Data Base Management System
_A Marginal Value Memory Management Strategy
Pattern Classifiers as Simple Retrieval Systems
Some Approximation Techniques for C9nstrained Optimisation Algorithms
"Semantics of Programming Languages and Lambda Calculus
Algebraic Studies in Relational Data Bases for Information Retrieval

Code Optimisation
3.

The Doctor of Engineering Degree
Though not strictly within the brief of research training this recently

ins-ti tuted degree- is o.f interest. - -1-t is available for students whose career
objectives centre around design, development and.management rather than
research.

The distinguishing features of this degree is that coursework and

project requirements are those of the Master of Engineering degree rather
than the Master of Science degree and an internship of 12 to 15 months in
an (usually
industrial
or. governm,mt)
organisation engaged in engineering
-. -- --.
.
.
-. -- ···--·-,-

design and development.

The same level of competence, time and effort are required as for the

o
....
•
\

Ph.D.

The course work in M.Eng. degree aims· at greater breadth both

"-

'

technically and socially and provides a better understanding of +he organisational processes, systems analysis and interactions inyolved in planning
and design by multi-disciplinury teams.
The preliminary and qualifying exruninations are similur to those for
the Ph.D. but the dissertation is replaced by a project .report on the work
done during the internship.
4.

'rhe Financial Sunnort of Students
All graduate students pay fees of $232.50 for students who are not
I

residents of California, a non-resident tuition fee of $500 per quarter is
levied.
The University makes available a limited nQ~ber of tuition waivers
for non-resident students; in addition the department awards a small nurr.ber
of grants to

supple□ ent

tuition waivers.

A certain number of waivers and

grants are committed to outstanding new students prior to the start of the
academic year.

Teaching Assistants are considered for grants or waivers to

supplement teaching stipends.

For other non-resident students allocation

is on the basis of academic performance and rate of progress to the Ph.D.
degree as measured by the time in residence to pass the preliminary and
qualifying examination.
The University has very limited support available for graduate students
)

who are encouragedto apply to various national foundations providing scholarships and fellowships.

University fellowships and graduate scholarships ·with

stipends of up to $3,600 are available on a University ·wide competitive
basis.

Foreign students are eligible for these awards but the·: number avail-

a.ble to them__i_s extremely limi:t.e...d _fill.lL ess€ntiaLl.x__ j,h~y___gQ___Q!).;l.y__to j.nd_i_yicluals
of high academic distinction.
Graduate students with evidence of superior scholarship may apply for
posts as teaching assistants, research assitants or teaching fellows •
. Preference is given to those who have passed the preliminary examination.
Students appointed to these posts may hold no other fonn of employment.
Teaching Assistants are appointed competitively on the basis of potential
or demonstrated teaching ability at a salary of $4401 for the nine month

/

Uacadcmic year.

~eaching fcllow_ships go to distingui.shed applicants already

possessing a Masters degree with dcmon:stratcd teaching ability.
is given to those -who have pas~ed the qualifying examination.

Preference
Teaching

fellows arc expected to conduct .laboratories or recitation sections but
not to supervise other teaching or to develop new courses.
salary is $5220.

The current

Research Assistants are also appointed on a half time

basis for the acadcraic year of nine months ·at a. salary of $3492.

EveTy

effort is made to place students on one of the supported research projects
of the department '1-."hich is operating in the area where the student ultimately
intends to do thesis research so that he may acquire relevent background.
The latter appointments are approved by the faculty member responsible for
the project.

Students on half time posts are constrained to take courses

at between half and threequarters of the full time load.
The final source of support is employment as a reader.

Readers are

appointed to check and correct course ....-ork assignments in courses with an
enrolment of 25 or more.

Readers must have obtained a grade of at least

B in the course to ,,-hich they are assigned; they are paid approximately
$3.20 per hour up to a maximum of 20 hours per week.

5.

Comments
The Berkeley EECS _department was by far the largest of those I visited,

the CS division alone was very large.

Or.e adve..rtage cf this was the trem-

endous breadth and range of interests covered within the department.

Many

topics particularly relating to hard.....are, system modelling, design and
analysis also appear in the Electrical Engineering division of the department.

On the other hand the administration procedures are inevitably some-

what complex and maintaining communication and cohesion difficult.
Contact with industry does exist, perhaps more through the D.Eng.
---··-··-

~--------~-----~

·--~----·------------·

program than in that for the Ph.D.

------

--

In the latter apart from a few~I-ndust-

rially supported fellowships (with no commitment by the holder to work on
specific problems) it was not great.

The support of graduate students

--f-ollowed a pattern common in American Universities and the advantages and
disadvantages which were acknowledged at Berkeley were those I discovered
"on other visits.
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Universit_y of Toronto, April 7th 1975

0
'

1. · Envi ron:ncnt.

The University of •roronto is situated in the centre of

the city adjacent to the provincial parliament buildings.
30000 students there at present.

There are some

The city, now of some 3 million inhabit-

ants, has gro,.;n around this original centre which remains in large part
open park land with many of the old college buildings intact.

Originally

the University Kas based on the Oxford 'and Cambriclge model and remains
collegiate today; I was informed that, in the interim, most of the administrative and organisational procedures of North American universities
have been added to produce a structure which, while of considerably complexity, once mastered, makes all possible.
The Department of Computer Science was established in 1964 within the
)

School of Graduate St~dies to offer graduate l_evel instruction and persue
research.

In 1971 the department became an administrative unit within the

Faculty of Arts and Science offering undergraduate instruction in Arts and
Science in collaboration with Mathematics and also in Engineering in collaboration with Electrical Engineering~
In 1969 the Departments of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
formed the Computer Systems Research Group, the main purpose of which is to
pursue research, to develop and implement specialised problem oriented
languages, reliable arid efficient soft,..-are and special purpose hardware
devices.
_A "Group" is an administrative unit which seems to be unique to the
\
)

University of Toronto.

Groups exist to pursue interests which are essentially

interdisciplinary and cross established departmental boundaries.

They are

primarily research units but play an important role in graduate teaching
but are in most respects autonomous ¥ith respect to their sponsoring departments.

The faculty members of the group will have established posts within

a department but it is their research contracts which largely finance the
group.

The group has a chairman elected from the faculty members of the

group by those members.

His duties are to administer the pool of resources,

employ technical and clerical supporting staff, negotiate with appropriate
university officers regarding space, resolve conflicts of interest within
the group, indeed all of those duties other than for example promotion and
career advancement which a departmental chairman normally undertakes in
respect of his colleagues.
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The Department of Computer Science has

0,

staff of 37 faculty t1cmbers,

several having cross ap11ointments in Mathematics and Electrical Engineering.
Cross appointr.1cnts do exist ·with .Management f:>1,udies, the Computer Centre,
Physics and with two of the ColJ;eges.. In all there a.re about 90 graduate
students, mostly ~asters degree students.

Of the 90 about 20 are also

associated with the Computer Systems Research Group.
Computing Eguip:nent and Facilities
The_Univcrsity of Toronto Computer Centre provides an extensive range
· of facilities on a variety of equipment.

An IB)1 370-165 provides the main

service throughout the University; an IB.\f 370-155 is used primarily to
support the University's data processing needs.

An IBH 360-65 is us,ed

to provide interactive computing while an IB.1\-f 7094 II is used for sp'ecific

)

scientific applications.

All batch services are accessible either from

the Computer Centre or from six remote stations on campus including one in
the ·building housing the Computer Science depa1~tment.
The Computer Research Facilitycomplements the other services offered
by the Computing Centre in that it concentrates on real-time and on-line

· computing, data acg_uisi tion, intera.cti ,-e graphics, microfilm plotting and
software consultancy.

It has

a number

of minicomputer systems; a DEC PDP

11/40 with graphics a~d data acquisition facilites, a DEC PDP 11/10 with
interactive graphics and CALCO.MP microfilm plotting support and a PDP

8/1

for stand alone use.
In addition the department provides terminals for use on the dial up
system operated by the Computer Centre to APL, ATS and TSO services.

Use

of the latter is primarily for the benefit of graduate students and facu~ty.
2.

Organisation of the Ph.D. Programme
For admission to the two year Ph.D. programme an applicant must have

the equivalent of an M.Sc degree in Computer Science at the University of
Toronto.

An M.Sc. degree in another_subject, no~ably mathematics or

electrical engineering, may be sufficient depending upon its orientation
but in some cases may imply admission to a three year Ph.D. program or
lead to a recommendation that initially the applicant should enrol for
the M.Sc. in Computer Science.

For students in the M.Sc. programme accept-

ance for Ph.D. is conditional upon completion of the M.Sc. dissertation.
)
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The coursework of the M.Sc. and the associated small dissertation are('.)
\

then an essential element of the Ph.D. trai1~ing.

The acad.e~ic year at

Toronto is divided into two terms leading to a unit kno",1 as a '" alf
course", a course entailing three hours of lectures and associated v:ork
in both terms of the academic year.

For the H. Sc. a student must co:11p_lete ·

an approved selection (agreed with his faculty advisor) of five graduate
level half courses.
subsequently.

The courses offered in 1974-75 are described briefly

In addition an M.Sc. student is required ·to undertake research

uncler the guidance of his adviser and embody the results of this work, which
may be experimental and/or theoretical in an acceptable thesis.

On embarking upon Ph.D. training a student must first decide on an area
I

of research and, with the help of the Program Secretary (a faculty member
charged with the various administrative tasks relating to the Toronto
)

system) find a temporary faculty advisor.

In consultation with the latter

a programme of study is dr_awn up which must be approved by the Secretary
before submission to the Graduate School.

It covers a two year period and

includes at least a ten ta ti ve the-sis title.
There are five checkpoints during the two year period when a student's·
progress is reviewed by a committee (as opposed to his supervisor).

The

Secretary has overall responsibility for ensuring that the individual
programmes of each student are properly administered.

He is aided in this

by the Graduate Committee consisting of five faculty members (one from each

of the five areas into which computing science courses are divided) and
three graduate students.

In addition the department chairman and the

graduate secretary are ex officio members.
The five checkpoints are

1.

During the first year of study a written statement must be: submitted by

the 'student regarding coursework experience and private study which demonstrates breadth of knowledge in Computer Science and a general comprehension
of it.

This statement is reviewed by the Graduate Committee who may recommend

additional courses, reading, projects or special examinations to remedy any
weakness in background.
2.

During the second term of the first year.a student takes the qualifying

oral examination in 'his area of research.

The examining committee comprises

the student's advisor and three faculty members chosen by them and possibly
one faculty member chosen b? the Secretary.
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The_purpose of this examination

I

(;)is to assess the student's understanding of the literature in his area of
research.

This c0mmittee determines whether"or not the student should

devote most of his future time to thesis research.

'I'he committee may

recommend additional course work or reading and that the qualifying oral
ex~~ination be repeated.
Only the student and the examining committee are present during this
exa.21ination.

A second oral examination if prescribed ;;ill normally take

place six months after the first.
Within a month of passing this examination~ the student, and his adviser,
:cust find three fa.cul ty ce21bers to form his advisory committee.

The mer.:1ber-

ship of this committee is approved by the Secretary.
It i·s understood that· a student interacts mainly with his advisor but
it is their joint responsibility to ensure that other members of the coffiP.littee

take an active and continuing interest in subsequent progress.
3.

Early in his second year the student must present a written research

proposal to his advisory committee for their approval.

If the proposed is

unsatisfactory the committee may request a further proposal after indicating
deficiencies.

The approved proposal is then made available to the depart-

cent generally.
While working on this research a student must keep members of his
ed,isory committee infomed of progress.
report his work so far at seminars.
1

He ~~11 also be called upon to

If it becor.:1es apparent after so~e ~ork

that a change in direction is necessary then he must submit a new research
proposal.
4.

At the departmental oral examination a student defends his .. thesis before

an examination committee consisting of the student's advisory comrni ttee plus
one or more faculty chosen by the Secretary in conjunction with the student
and his advisor.

The thesis may be approved without reservations or subject

to minor revision otherw~se another.departmental oral eXfuT>ination is required.
For this examination preliminary copies of the thesis must be submitted

t.ro weeks in advance.

One copy is deposited·in the Library for anyone in

the department to inspect.
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The departmental oral examination is essentially open to all members

c'.;_,J

the department; an external appraiser may be present.
The chairman of the exa.'<lining committee is appointed by the Secretary;
he ensures that first of all the student's advisor outlines the student's
career.

At this po:i.nt, student members o:f the department and the candidate

are aci"";1i tted and the latter gives a 20-~0 minute presentation of his work.
Pollo.ring this, the examining committee and any faculty present question
the candidate; time permitting, questions are invited from the rest of the
audience.

The candidate is then asked to leave the room while comments

and. suggestions from all those present are put to the examining committee.
The exa.'Ilining committee and faculty of the department alone remain present
while the committee reach a decision which the chairman records.

The chair-

man ::ust then immediately inform the candidate of this decision.
\

)

5.

Lpon successful defense at the departmental ora.l examination, the depart-

ment recommends the student to the School of Graduate Studies for the final
oral examination.

The students advisory committee are simultaneously

recc=:iended for membership of the final examining committee.
This examination is conducted along the same lines as the departmental
oral examination but it is open to any member of the Univerisity.
It is rather unusual for theses to be rejected at this examination.
Gr2~~~te Computing Science Courses
1.

Programming Languages

201-fP

Survey of Programming Languages

Thi~ seminar course surveys various languages e.g. ALGOL 68, APL, SNOBOL,
S~:CL~ and PL/1 emphasing conversational and extensible characteristics as
well as implementation issues.

The final choice of languages and topics will

depend upon the interests of the students.
2105P

Computer Program Engineering
Application of structural programming techniques to the design, irnplem-

entaiion and testing of large programs and programming systems.

Students

are expected to read widely and contribute to the bibliography.

A prograrri"~ing

project will be assigned.

A background roughly equivalent to Donoran's

"System Programming" (McGraw Hill, 1972) will be assumed.
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.
Tcx·t,'s:

Naur and Randell, "Software Engineering", Bux. ton and. Rand.ell,

O·"Software Engineering Techniques"; Turski,

11

Effi°cient Production of Large

Programs"; Weinberg, "The Psychology of Computer Programming"; Gannon, "An
annotcd:,ed Bibliography for Computer Program Engineering".
2122F

Language and Compiler Design
Principles in the design of programming languages and their compilers.

Basic programming language elements.
of languages.

Techniques for the syntactic analysis

Semantics of Programming'Languages.

Perequisites: A course on Information Structures, a course on language
processors and thorough fa.;:iliarity with two high level languages (Algol,
l'L/1, Fortra.n, etc.)
Recommended Reading:
-Wortman,

11

11

A Compiler Generator" by HcKeeman, Horning,

Compiling Techniques" by Gries, "Programming Languages, History and

Fundamentals" by Sammet, "Algol 60 Implementation" by Randell and Russell.
21245

Topics in Progr.am;ning Languages
A limited attendance design seminar.

EaGh year an application area is

selec-1,ed and ·the class designs a language for its special needs.
Prerequisites: 2122F, Language and Compiler Design.
2.

Computer Systems

2204F

Operating Systems
Computational Structures.

Processes and their cooperation; operating

systems functions and facilites.

Processor allocation; memory management;

input-output and files; resource sharing.
protection and security.

Correctness.and reliability;

Design methodology; implementation; measurement

and evaluation.
2205F · Computer Systems Analysis.
Defining, describing and modelling computer systems: systems concepts.
Configuring and managing systems; costing and charging; management of facilities.
Resource allocation and system balancing: bottlenecks and design flaws.
Experiments, measurements and simulation.

Some topics from queuing theory,

sa.11pling theory, stochastic processes, statistical analysis and experimental
design.
Prerequisites: A course in probability and statistics.

Familiarity w~th·

computer system concepts (2204F; Operating Systems may be taken concurrently
to obtain the latter.)
22065 Sch~duling Problems in Computer Operating Systems

Analytic models of computer system resource allocation scheduling.
Determination and proof of optimal selection rules.
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Consideration of user

'j

/utility fun_cticms, degrees of uncertainty in resource needs, of request

Q

arrivals. . Techniques of job shop ~cheduling and queuing theory will be usN(.-"
Prerequisites 22O4F Operating Systems, 22O5F Systems Analysis

2.22_55

Structure and Correctness in Operating Systems
~!ethods of designing and implementing operating syst~ms.

Emphasis is on

p~oblems of combing parallel computer processes to produce correct system output,~

Prerequisites:

Experience in compiler writing and an introduct:i.on to

operating system principles.
Conversational Systems

~226F-

C1;mversational Systems to be used for prograin construction, modification
and. e~ecution.

Principal differences between batch and interactiYe operations;

u,;;~r-<:>rientedness of conversational systems.

and interpreters.

Appropriateness-of compilers

Introduction of a structurat model; efficiency and,response

__ ti:::es in diffe~en~ _pl::ta~es of
existing systems.

c1,_

c_~nversation.

Comparison and Estimation of

Ideal com~ersation systems.

Implementation of con,ersational

systems.

3.

~Q~erical Analysis

2307F

Mathematical Software
Stability, error analysis, reliability, efficiency and correctness of

programs for numerical computation.

The development and certification of

·mathematical software.
23O8F Numerical Methods for Nonlinear Equations.
Newton's method, various forms of the secant method, generalised linear
-~~thods, least squares methods, steepest descent, conjugate gradient and
~~ontinuation methods.
con,~rgence.

Conditions for convergence and asymplotic rates of

Applications to nonlinear boundary value pr~blems, sparse

:sys?!ems <;>f nonlinear equations etc.

-------~

:23215
Matrix Calculations
-- ~" --------...,.__

-- - - ~

.:~

~

~_qu?, ~~:U:Ud: eigenvalue prohl.--em-s.-----Error-aaaly-se_s; Wilkinson I s bach-ard

0

~;_~~f:hq~s- in numerical linear algebra, especially for large systems of

_?~§.~ysis tec~iques; a priori bounds on computational error using classical
alebrai~-theorems.
- - - ·:· ._ - -- ..... - . - -·.
-- ,~)#i~-:< ~g.y~1._l-$J<k!!_~9~~!3._s for_9.!'d_\12:..E.!--.!J_!)iffe!'en
!i'.3-1 ~qua tions. - - . . ... - - .
. ·- -·-~-- ,--. ---Prac:tical
and
theoretical·
investigations
of
numerical
methods
for
---- .
\.

-

•- -~i1;1i-ti§J, ,:y:alue,_ :pr.9J:>,lemp_.
~_;nphas.is on problem ·associated with stiff differential
:t --·
...
. - _. ·. ~.·!!':~:c·:;:i-:: .. .:.::-.-::...... ·- .... :- -~-r--:-·- . ..,__,

...... ~.,.1

. ' -• ..,,i:_

-

..._,__.,.__ _ _ .;:_ •.:...;

eq_ua.tions.

..

·-

., • •

r...

.... ··-

. -

-

:Methods designed. for sti~f equations and their application in

cheoical _kine_ticp, circuit theory control theory and biology.
- - --·-· - . - ,___ . _..

( ~•

Tbeoretica.l Aspects of Co11tputcr Science

'=i~04F Co:::putabili ty and Logic

Turing Machines, recursive and primitive recursive functions, Kleonc
normal for:: theorem, unsolvable problems, recursively enW11erable sets, computational cc=plexity, propositional cp,lculus, predicate calculus including the
.:)Ompleteness, compactness and Lowenheim.'...Slrnlem theorems, formal theories.
2405S, Autc:::ata Theory
Seq_uential machines, finite automata and regular sets; generative grarnmars
and langi.!2.ges (context free, conte:-dsensitive) and their relation to clo,sses of
automata (push do,m, linear bounded); complexity bounds for recognition, language
decision problems and operations on languagc)s; generalised models of finite
automata E.J.d applications to program schemata, compiling and decidable theories.
2406F Co='oinatorial Theory
.A.d...-211ced topics in discrete mathematics chosen from the following areas:
graphs, ::::2.:ps, bottleneck problems, linear progranuning, enumeration, dependence,
block designs and difference sets.
2410S Algorithms in Graph Theory
Classification and examples of algorithms in graph theory; applications
of graph ~heory; applications of graph theory to computer science; theoretical

results in graph theory.
RBference for theoretical material: Harary, ''Graph Theory".

2412S Ap?lied Algebra
uroups, rings, fields.

Algebraic algo~iths, computation with integer and

_symbolic =atrices, interpolation and Chinese remainder algorithms, the fast
Fourier transform and multiplication of large integers and polynomials, rational
function =anipulation.

Flowgraph theory with applications to the analysis of

graphs, automata and computer programs.

2413F Algorithmic Combinatorics
This course deals with the algorithmic aspects of combinatorial problems.
Topics include overview of combinatories, overview of analysis of algorithms,
construction algorithms, backtracking algorithms; mathematical programming, algorit:t=.s for .well-known combinatorial problems and applications in computer
science.

2429 Topics in the Theory of Computation
Cor::putational complexity including results related to time/storage tradeoff, the q_uestion P =-NP and axiomatic complexity.

Hierarchy and decidability

results :for program schemas ·_a:nd other q_uestions concerning formal models of
computation.

Topics concerning program semantics.
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i4305

Mathematical Theories of Semantics
F_ixcd point theories·, npplic·ations of lambda-calculus models to semantics,

free schemas, computational approach to Scott's semantics.
5,

Computer Applications

25015

Introduction to Comput2.tional Linguistics
Syntactic models : transformational grammars, systemic grammars and

aupented transition networks; formal properties, semanticmodels.
system.
2504F

Winograd's

Some formal conseq_uences of the competence-performancE! distinction.
Computer Graphics

Interactive input deYices.
ation.

·Display processors.

Display devices.

Interaction techniques.

structures and structured e1odels.
-windowing.

techniques.

Display files, data

Display coordinate systems, scaling and

Languages for graphics, display file

to support interactive graphics.
ani2ation.

Vector and Character gener-

compilers.

Systems softvare

History, technology and applications of

Computer ani~ation languages.

Interactive graphical animation

Homogeneous coordinate vector and matrix representation of 2D

and ·3D objects and transfor::;ations.
of curves and surfaces.
of computer graphics.

Parametric representation and computation

Hidden line elimination, surface shading.

Applications

Students will carry out projects involving plotters,

microfilm plotters and/or interactive display terminals.
Prerequisite: A good group of programming and of basic _computer science
concepts.
Text: "1;rinciples of Interactive Computer Graphics 11 by Newman and Sproull.
2505F Artificial Intelligence

AI languages, the representation problem, natural language understanding
systems.
2508F

File Structures
Comparative analysis of file organisation techniques.

encoding and transformation of information.

Repr_~sentation,

Information as tables and as

algor±thms.-Dynami-c --adapt-at-ion-and evolution of file- organisation._.
2509F

Data management

Application

syste□ s.

syste□ s

functions and facilities, operating systems support,

system structure, software reliability; system security, design and
ation.

Data base generation, data base system architecture.
;;
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imple□ ent

\

l)clusi.on: 2204F
)

2521S

Operating Systems.

Visual Communicat{on by Computer
Iconic communications : Ico_nic and linguistic modes of communication.

VisuaJ. perception and cognition.

GrarJhic symbolism, graphic representation

and display of data and processes.

History and technology of animation.

Peda.gogieal and aesthatic issues in the design of educational films.

Discussion

and critique of film samples.
Educational Computer .Animation: History anq. technology of computer anirn-ation,

Computer animation systems and processes.

Applications.
programs.

Techniques and languages.

Graphic simulations of complex processes.

Animation of computer

Cri tiq_ue of program animation samples.

Recent Ph.D. Thesis Titles
Choosing a Storage Scheme
A Methodology for Real-Time System Development

Mathematical Semantics and Design of Programming Languages
An Analog/Hybrid Instrument for Electronic Music Synthesis

Studies in Fast Algebraic Algorith~s
Algorithms for Analytic Approximation
Some Results in Computational Topology
Representation and Constructibility of Semantic Relations

3.

The Financial Support of Students
The National Research Council of Canada provides Scholarships and Felloi..·-

ships tenable at any Canadian university; these awards are available to
Canadian citizens or landed immigrants and are worth $7000 and $5000 respecti,ely.
The latter are awarded mainly to first class students and the former to outstanding students on the recommendation of the department head.
- The Province of Ontario provides Graduate Scholarships of $2400 plus fees
which are tenable at any University in the Province.

wnile intended primarily

forcanc¥lian citizens, preferably Ontario residents, up to 10'% are available to
landed immigrants or holders of student visas.
A number of Open Fellowships are awarded ~y the University and in addition

there are other agencies providing small numbers of fellowships •
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All full time graduate students who are ei i,her Canadian ci tizcns or lano

immigrants and who do not. hold a fellowship arc automatically considered for
support from dcpartmcntul funds.
academic year.

This support is $2,240 for the eight month

A pro-rata sum may be paid during the summer.

(These funds

arise from faculty pooling a prorJortion of their re.search funds to provide
resea.rch assistantships.
to the research project.

This is for a notional four hours per week devoted
In practice it is acknowledged to be more.

The

pooling avoids pressure on students to work in fl particular area)
In addition to these sources, students may additional funds by working
as tutors or markers in computer science courses at the rate of $455 per half
course •. Finally a limited number of positions as programming advisors at the
University Computer Centre pay rates of $3.50 to $6.50 per hour according to
previous experience.
Students are required to observe income restrictions if they hold fellowsh:i.ps or scholarships.
The School of Graduate studies ma,.kes funds available to assist in the
preparation of theses up to a maximum of $100.

Microfilming and the public-

ation of an abstract by the lib:rary accounts for $21.20; the balance is available for other costs.
Comments
In discussions on the funding of research, it transpired that most of the
departments research is funded by government agencies.

The National Research

Council of Canada being the largest contributor by an order of magnitude.
Other government departments, Communication and the Ministry of Education each
fund projects within the Computer Science department.
The National Research Council of Canada is prepared to make relatively
modest sums available for research proposals by very junior faculty and as a
consequence most of the faculty at Toronto are.involved in administering a
research grant and have complete control over some money to facilitate their
personal research.

Om ·computer manu!acturer has funded research to the tune of $50000
within the department but on the whole interaction with industry is not great
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I

e

dough there is continuing contact through the part time M.Sc. degree.

Various·

att,emp·ts to foster collaboration h[we resul tccl in interest but no foJ.low up
in practical terms have resulted.
I

a,rn

indebted to several of the Toronto faculty for explaining to me

various aspects of the work of the department, most notably the chairman Tom
Hull and Professors Horning and Lee.
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University of Washington, Seattle August 21 9175
)

1.

Environment.

The 660 acre campus of tho University is in tho northern

.part of the city bordered by Lake:Washington to the east and Portage Bay to
the south.

The climate is moderate and the area provides an abundance of

outdoor activities.

Enrollment in. 1974 was about 35000 students; the College

of Engineering had some 700 graduate students about 200 being in Ph.D.
programs.
About 80 of these graduate students were divided more or less equally
between the Master's degree and Ph.D. programmes in Computer Science.

An

undergraduate major is being offered for the first time in the academic year
1975-76 so that Computer Science now has the status of a department.

These

higher degrees have been offered since 1965 by an interdisciplinary committee
comprising faculty from several departments in science and engineering.
Development has been difficult under these circumstances, a particular difficulty· being the recruitment of specialist comput:i.ng science faculty.

The

new department will however being with four fully attributed faculty and the
equivalent of about eight further faculty with joint appointments.
.
.
Initially the interdisciplinary co1I1~ittee established the necessary new

courses which together with some jointly sponsored by Mathematics and
Electrical Engineering formed the basis of the new programmes.

Subsequently

the Computer Science Teaching Laboratory h~ been developed around a Xerox
·. Data Systems Sigma 5 computer provided through University funds.

Efforts·

are being made to strengthen the hard.;are component of the programmes.
Computing Equipment and Facilities
The Computer Center at the University provides computing ser~ices on
a 65K/bytes CDC6400 w~th 132.M/bytes of disk store and 125K bytes of extended

core store.

More recently a Cyber 70 has been installed in place of a

Burroughs B-5500 system.

A variety of_ plotting ·fa_cili ties are available.

The Sigma 5 in· the Computer Science Teaching Laboratory provides training
and support of Computer Science research projects,.such as development of
operating systems, which would prove too disruptive of the service function
to be provided by the Computer Cen~er.
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The S~gma 5, which is coupled to the

t

l

,-

L)DC6-tOO, uses a disk based operating system providing both online and batch
•

)

processing facilities.

As ¥ell as ·storage tube graphics this svstem
stipports
.J

a full interactive graphic d.isplaY:. ·system.
2.

Or:,zanisation of t}1e Ph.D. Proo-rarnme

Entry is selective, based on a students academic record, a science or
applied science bachground is required with some exposure to computer science
desirable.
The courses are common to the .M.Sc. and Ph.D. programmes.

For the_ Ph.D.

60 credits are required, approximately 45 of these to be taken in Computing
Science and 15 in related subjects.

(The University operates a quarter system,

most courses occupy three one hour periods per week providing ·three credits.)
The coursework p~ovides a diverse range of topics in Computing Science and
closely related subjects.
After approximately.one year of such study a student takes the Ph.D.
qualifying examination.
course.

This examination is by subject area

rather than by

The examination consists of four oral examinations conducted by two

or three faculty members and last from half an hour to an hour.

These exam-

inations cover the four areas •
.. 1.

Languages and Software Systems.

2.· Theory.

Formal Languages, logic, automata, computational complexity.

3.

Logical Design, Hardware and :Machine Archi t·ecture.

4.

Computational Hathematics.

Options from various applications of

mathematics,'Algebra, Operations Research etc.
Stua.'~nts are required to pass in all four areas.

Failure to pass in two

or more areas involves repeating the entire examination which is conducted
twice yearly.

A failure in a single area involves retaking only that oral

exar::.ination.
During the first year in consultation with a faculty member a student
selects an area or topic for thesis research and after passing the qualifying
exanination he commences the more sp_ecifi·c preparat:i.on· for this, which consists
of supplementing coursework with ·an individual study programme revie~~ng
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relc~ent literature.

There is a University r<;>quircment for a. General ExaJ:":-

\

)

J

ination on completing this stage of training but the form of the examination
is not specified.

This examination is conducted by the students thesis

conuni ttee and in the Computing Science Ph.D. programme there has been so:-:1e
experioentatio11 with the form of it over tho years.

Both ~-Tritten and or·a1

examinations have· been used but the most favoured method is a combination
in ,.-hich a student is required to write a critical survey and possibly
extend the work of some three or four papers which are relevent to his future
research; this is followed by an oral examination based on the report.

Both

this oral examination and that consituting the thesis defense are public
examinations.
Graduat~ Computing Science Courses
CS500 (2 Credits) Computers and Society
Study of the impact of. computer technology on present and future
societ~es; computer technology and economics; political, economic, cultural,
social and moral issues.

Seminar with guest lectures and discussion leaders.

Term project required.
CS501 (3) Compiler Construction I
Basic concepts and design of interpreters and compilers.

Lexical

analysis, s;yutax analysis, storage management and code generation for general
purpose languages.
CS502 (3) Compiler Construction II
Advanced topics in compiler construction.
incremental compilation, compiler-interpreters.

Translator writ{ng systems,
Practical considerations for

production compilers.
CS504 {3) Comparative Study of Progrrunming Languages
Important programming languages from various traditions are studied and
compared, so that major contributions for each _language are understood.
Languages for study include TRAC, LISP 1.5, Algol 60, Pascal, Simula 67,
Snobol4 and APL.
·cs505 (3) Concepts of ~rogramming Languages
Programming languages are a means of communication between man and
machine.
examined.

The notions of high level language and high level machine ar~
Hajor concepts in languages, such as data structures (arrays,

->

' •

(_),cords, patterns, etc.), control structures (procedures, coroutines, processes,
etc.) .and environment structures arc studied.

Examples from existing programming

languages are given to illustrat_e ~onccpts.
CS508 (3) Representation and Handling of Data. Structures
Linear lists (stacks, queues, deq_ues): sequential and linked all?cation.
Circular and doubly linked lists.

Trees, binary trees and threaded trees.

Traversal algorithms; analysis of flowcharts; path length of trees.
collection.

Dynamic storage allocation.

Garbage

Data management on external media.

t:S510 (3) List Processing and String Manipulation
Structure of information sets and processes that reflect syntactic and
semantic relationships.
lists and trees.
/

The generation and processing of structures such as

Symbolic pattern recognition and manipulation.

Concepts

and applications of recent versions of languages such as LISP, Snobol and
Formula~Algol.

Recent developments in languages for Artificial Intelligence.

CS518 (4) Data Signal Processing
Signal classification and representation; data collection, processing

and display.

Emphasis ~n the derivation evaluation and application of various

information extraction algorithms and their realisation on a digital computer.
CS531 (3) Automata Theory I
Phrase structure grammars.

Relation between grammars and automata.

Deterministic and non deterministic finite state autom_ata, pushdo,n.1. store
automata, linear bounded automata and Turing Machines.
CS532 (3) Automata Theory I I
Selected topics from closure properties of languages, time and tape
bounded Turing machines, deterministic pushdown automata, LR(k) grammars,
decision problems, abstract complexity theory and other topics in automata
theory.-

CS537, 538 Computability Theory
Introduction to the theory of effective computability.

Formulation of

the concepts of recursive and partial recu~sive function and recursively
enumerable set.

Study of the relationship betwe·en a program and the properties

of the function computed by that program.
1

Introduction to reducibility .

Froccdures, construction of undecidable problems, degrees of unsolvability,
recursive invariance and iso.!lorphism.

Classification of unsolvable problems,

tee arithmetical hierarchy, the relation of the degree of unsolvability of

e set to the logical -complexity required to describe the set.

Connection

..-i th mathematical logic, tp.e theorems of Ggdel, Church and Tarski.

.

Intro-

duction of various related topics in computational complexity.

CS540 (3) Discrete System Sl.!!lulation
Principles of simulation of discrete, event-oriented systems.

Model

construction, simulation, and validation, and relationship to other techniques
fer system analysis and deisgn.

Use of special purpose simulation languages

such as Simula and study of functional components and data structures.

CS541 (3) Compu_ter Measurerae:rit and Evaluation Techniques
Viewpoints, problems and techniques in assessment of computer systems
and subsystems.

Selection of models, analysis, simulation and instrument-

ation·, with problem assign:1ents making use of ca.:.11pus computers.

CS542 (3) Central Processor Architecture·
Several CPU's are exa::iined at the gate level.

Also considered are the

logic structures of .the I/0 bus, memory bus, .ALU, address modification, control
logic, combinatorial and multiphase instructions, access priority, cycle
.stea_ling etc.

CS548 (3) Computer Systems Architecture
)

.

Notations for describing computer systems.
i.sa.tion Channels and I/0 Processors.

Powerful CPU's.

:Microprogramming.

Memory organ-

Stack computers.

Array and pipeline processors.

CSJ51 (3) Operating Systems
Design and construction principles for·multiprogramming systems.
c2..tch pro.cessing systems.

~!ain storage management.

Cooperating Sequential Processes.

Early

Mul tiprogra,-:1n1ing.

Process and resource control and scheduling.

File

Systems.

CS557 (3) Computer Graphics
Generation and interpretation of pictures by computer with or without
.c.u..'7lan interaction.
formations.

Graphics hardware.

Display programming.

Representation of pictures and their attributes.

)O·

Picture transHidden line

C
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surface problem~.

Graphics programming languages and systems.

methods in pictu·re ,,,nalysis and generation.

Linguistic

A project on the interactive

graphics facility.
CS573 (3) Artificial Intelligence I
Introduction to the use of computer in non nw11erical problem solving.
Survey of theorem proving, symbolic problem solving, pattern recognition and
natural language da.ta processing.

Project required.

In addition i-,here are courses in the Electrical Engineering department
covering logical design of computers, information and coding theory and
communication theory.

The Mathematics department offers appropriate courses

in algebra·, logic, optimisation theory and numerical analysis.
Recent Ph.D. Thesis Titles
An Extensible Logic Machine Auxiliary Processor

Representation of Concurrent Processes
Global minima of polynomials
COPS: A mechanism for computer protection
High level language cooperative processing in a network environment
Extensions and Comparisons of Refinement Strategies for Theorem Proving
and Applications in a Parallel Environment
On the Efficiency of Extensible Languages
3.

)

Financina of Graduate Students
The department has five hardware-software laboratory posts financed by

University funds.

In addition there are teaching assistantships also provided

by the University and research assistantships provided by project_. fu_nds.

A

few students support themselves by programming work for the Computer Center,
other departments or outside the University.
The department does not guarantee support for those offered ~laces and

in consequence there have usually been more posts available than students to
. fill them; part of the problem is a reluctance to fill research assistantship
posts without appreciable personal ll}lowledge of·the individual applying for
such a post.
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At the moment there are no i_nclustrially funded studentships though 13oein 6. . . .}
I
/

has supplied soma in the past.
4.

Comments
It, was unfortunate that my- visit to Seattle, through a variety of

constraints, had to coincide with the remoyal of Computer Science to another
building on carnpus.

·while this effectively precluded my meeting other members

of the faculty and graduate students, I ,ms able to take up considerably more
of Professor Golde 1 s time than would otherwise have been possible and I am
indebted to him for the effort he expended in providing information in response

to my questions and his.willingness to supply further information once it was
-------·-----··--

-

-

.,---

.

disinterred from various packing cases.

)

-The two largest research groups are in the theory of fonnal languages
(a group of three faculty members including Professor H. Fischer) and a
group headed by Professor Naye, the department chairman ·with an interest in
modelling computer systems formally using Petri nets. Professor Golde and
Professor Herriot with an NSF grant have been working in the area of programming
languages and compilers; the former has also been active in the research in
networks at Seattle.
Research in Artificial Intelligence in currently conducted by faculty
Electrical Engineering •
. ....:.~_?n!,act with industry:_ i_s __limited, Boeing still supports a few (N. Sc. )
students on a part time basis but no longer provides research studentships.
• Attempts to establish cooperative.projects with industry have foundered due
to incompatability_of time scales.
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